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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The simulation Of mechanical systems often involves the solution of differential algebraic 

equations (DAEs) . DAEs occl~r in every mechanism containing kinematic loops. Such systems 

can be found in a wide range of areas including the aerospace, automotive, construction, and 

farm equipment industries. The numerical treatment of DAEs is a topic which is relatively 

recent and continues to be studied. 

One can regard DAEs as ordinary differential equations (ODES) on certain invariant mani-

folds after index reduction. Theis, the numerical solutions Of the DAEs can be obtained through 

integration of their underlying ODEs. In certain circumstances, difficulties may occur since 

the numerical solutions Of the underlying ODE can drift away from the invariant manifold. In 

this thesis, the underlying ODEs are locally transformed into ODEs of minimal dimension via 

local parameterizations of the invariant manifold. By their nature, such ODES are local and 

implicit but their solutions do not suffer from the drift phenomenon. Since the states of these 

minimal ODEs are independent, they are known as a local state-space form of the equations 

of motion. This work focuses on generalizing the application Of the local state-space form and 

applying it towards problem areas in multibody dynamics and robotics. 

Several researchers have proposed standardized methods of parameterizing the invariant 

manifold; the two popular of which are known as Generalized Coordinate Partitioning [1] 

and the Tangent Space Method [2, 3] . One objective of this work is to appeal to concepts 

from differential geometry to generalize the different approaches and algorithms. with such a 

framework in place, one can search for more stable and~or reliable methods to better handle 

certain situations. For instance, a certain method of parameterizing the manifold may lead 

t0 a computational approach which is better numerically suited near kinematic singularities. 
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In this work, the first application of the local state-space form is in deriving a formulation 

of dynamics called the Singularity Robust Null Space Formulation. This formulation utilizes 

several aspects of the singular value decomposition for an approach which is eflicient, does not 

fail at singularities, and is better suited than most near singularities. 

When studying the behavior of mechanical systems described by DAEs, it is natural to want 

to use the tools normally associated with ODES such as linearization. However, several ques-

tions might arise such as, "Should we look at the linearized underlying ODE or the linearized 

local state-space form`? What is the relationship between the two and how do they relate to 

the linearized DAE`?" As it turns out, local parameterizations of the invariant manifold are 

crucial in the study of the linearized local state-space and underlying UDE forms. Hence, the 

second application area in this work is the study of the linearized mechanical system. Since the 

linearized model is also useful in optimization and implicit integration problems, an efficient 

recursive algorithm for its construction is derived. The algorithm appeals to a formulation of 

the dynamics found iri robotics to ease iri a coherent derivation. 

1.1 Literature Review 

The concept of a local state-space form first emerged when a formulation of the dynamics 

known as Generalized Coordinate Partitioning (GCP) [1] was introduced. GCP was introduced 

as an integration method which aimed at eliminating the problem of drift. By partitioning 

the coordinates into an independent and dependent set and integrating only the independent 

coordinates, the dependent coordinates could be found iteratively as the nearest point on the 

invariant manifold. Similar methods have been introduced which differ in how the independent 

coordinates are specified; the following list summarizes the most important of them: 

1. Generalized Coordinate Partitioning: This procedure uses aGram-Schmidt orthogonal- 

ization or QR, decomposition of the system constraint jacobian to identify an independent 

subset of coordinates [l, 4] . 

2. Tangent Space Method: This procedure uses a QR. or SVD decomposition to find the 

null space of the constraint jacobian. The null space basis identifies an independent set 
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of velocities lying on the tangent plane of the invariant manifold [5, 6]. 

3. Differentiable Null Space Method: This procedure uses Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization 

or QR decomposition to obtain a basis for the null space of the constraint jacobian. In 

addition, the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization or QR, decomposition algorithm is dif-

ferentiated to provide a derivative of the null space basis. Together, the basis and its 

derivative define a local state-space form of the equations of motion [7] . 

4. ~loball~ Independent ~'oordinates: Using an intuitive approach which often involves 

highly nonlinear relationships, a set Of coordinates which remain independent over the 

entire invariant manifold are identified. Coordinates which are not truly global are also 

acceptable as long as the system is guaranteed not to travel through the configurations 

where they fail [8] . 

Various methods for integrating the local state-space from have been proposed [9] including 

multi-step [2, 10, 6, 11] and implicit [12] integration schemes. The main problem that these 

integration schemes have to deal with is how to best iteratively solve for the dependent coor-

dinates. 

What the literature on the local state-space form lacked was awell-developed general rep-

resentation. Yen had developed a general representation for Tangent Space Methods [13] and 

it seemed natural to try to extend his representation to the fully nonlinear case [8] . Under 

such a representation all other methods, current and future, could be viewed as subsets. In 

addition, much of the associated theory could be expressed in the general framework. The 

reformulation of the underlying ODE using the local parameterizations is one of these applica-

tions. In this work, these reformulations are termed Null Space Methods and there generalized 

representations are partly inspired from the work found in [14] and [15] . 

Applied mathematicians have been studying DAEs in recent years and often use multibody 

systems as examples. For example, some recent: software tools have benefited from the work 

of Ascher and Chin [16, 17] who made improvements on the classical Baumgarte stabilization 

[18] . Their work and others often use a form of stabilization generally known as Projection 
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[19, 20, 21] (very similar to the local state-space form approach from a numeric standpoint) . 

Others have proposed a form of stabilization known as Regularization [22, 23, 24, 25] which has 

had some success dealing with rank-deficient constraints. Other researchers have concentrated 

on specialized integration routines that only apply to mechanical systems [26] . While learning 

all of the various integration methods can be time consuming, they make the difference between 

a good dynamics package and a very bad one; anyone studying in the field needs to understand 

them. However, only the integration methods that deal with the local state-space form have a 

bearing on this thesis. 

In another line or work, researchers have studied the efficient integration of mechanical 

systems. Which approach is best has often been a topic of debate [26, 27, 28, 29] . It has often 

been the case that such formulations have looked towTards algorithms from robotics [28] for 

increased efficiency. The robotics algorithms use a minimal number of coordinates for open 

chain systems. In systems with kinematic loops, the coordinates are no longer independent 

since they are subject to loop-closure constraints. Literature regarding the application of 

recursive robotics algorithms to mechanisms with kinematic loops almost always uses anon-

minimal set of coordinates [30, 31] . Each loop is usually removed by cutting a joint and 

introducing Lagrange multipliers to mimic the forces that would exist at the joint. An efficient 

recursive scheme is then used for the open chain system. 

One of the most recursive popular algorithms from robotics is the Articulated-Body Algo-

rithm [32] by Featherstone which solves the forward dynamics problem of open chain systems 

with linear complexity. Featherstone invented a notation to express his algorithms which uses 

6-dimensional vectors to represent generalized forces and velocities in the system. Very similar 

notations were invented which do little more than express the ideas originated by Featherstone 

[33, 34] . One of these notations, the Lie algebraic formulation [34, 35], has been used by its 

authors on optimization problems which require partial derivatives of the dynamics of open 

chain systems [36, 37, 38] . 

While doing some cut-joint based simulation work during the summer of 2002, a need arose 

for the generation of multiple linearized models. Unimpressed with the accuracy and speed of 
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finite-difference based linearization, work on a recursive linearization algorithm steeped in the 

cut-joint approach was undergone. The approach was to express the open chain and cut-joint 

relations in a common, Lie algebraic, notation [34] . The derivation Of the linearized models 

would hopefully then take the elegant form found in similar research [37, 38] . All prior known 

research on the linearization of constrained mechanical systems concentrated on augmented 

formulations [39, 40] . 

1.2 Contributions 

The following list summarizes the research contributions described in this thesis: 

• Used concepts from topology to generalize and unify the application of the local state-

space form in multibody- dynamics and robotics. 

• Studied in detail the numeric stability- Of a formulation of the dynamics near singularities. 

• Generalized the concept of the linearized underlying ODE. 

• Formulated the dynamics of closed-chain robots in a way which is consistent with the 

usual treatment of open chain robots including the uniform way in which joint constraints 

are represented. 

• Derived an efficient recursive formulation of the linearized local state-space form with 

application towards optimization and implicit integration schemes. 

1.3 Outline 

Chapter 2 begins with an introduction of basic mechanical modelling concepts. 1~ standard 

model Of the equations Of motion is introduced which considers scleronomic constraints. The 

conversion of the equations of motion to the underlying ODE and its interpretation as arl 

ODE with invariants is covered in Section 2.1.1. Local pa.ranleterizations of the manifold are 

discussed in Section 2.2. The selection of the state variables of the local state-space form is 

covered in Section 2.3 and the special case v~~hen these states are a linear combination of the 
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generalized coordinates is discussed in Section 2.3.3. Finally, Section 2.4 reformulates the un-

derlying ODE using the local parameterizations. The reformulation has certain computational 

advantages for highly constrained systems. 

Chapter 3 develops a particular formulation of the dynamics which utilizes the singular 

value decomposition. The numerical integration near kinematic singularities is studied in 

Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. A suggested form of stabilization known as Projection is studied in 

Section 3.1.3. Finally, numeric examples illustrating the performance of the formulation are 

given in Section 3.2 followed by some final remarks in Section 3.3. 

In Chapter 4, an efficient recursive formulation of the linearized local state-space form 

is given. The chapter begins with a basic discussion of the linearized underlying ODE. As 

the representation of the linearized model is not unique, theorems regarding its eigenvalue 

relationships are developed. The structure of the linearized local state-space form is introduced 

irl Section 4.2. The core numeric algorithms used for the construction of the linearized model 

are covered in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. An example application of the linearization algorithm is 

carried out in Section 4.5 followed by some final remarks in Section 4.6. 
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CHAPTER 2. LOCAL STATE-SPACE FORMS OF THE EQUATIONS 

OF MOTION 

2.1 Mechanical Modeling Concepts 

The Euler-Lagrange formulation of the equations Of motion of constrained multibody sys-

terns can be written in the following general form: 

q = v (21a) 

Ill (y) i~ = F(t, q, v) — G(q)T ~ (2.1b) 

0 = g(q) (2.1c) 

where 

• q is an n-dimensional vector of generalized positions. 

• v is an n-dimensional vector of generalized velocities. 

• g(q) is a twice continuously differentiable m-dimensional vector (m < n) of independent 

position level scleronomic constraints (closed loops) . 

• G(q) ~ ~mxn is the constraint jacobian matrix defined as G := Dg(q). The constraint 

jacobian G is assumed t0 have full rove rank for all physically realizable positions q. 

• 11~7(q) ~ ~nxn is the mass-inertia matrix. ~7(q) is symmetric positive definite for all q. 

• F(t, q, v) is the n-dimensional vector representing the contribution of centrifugal, Coriolis, 

and external forcing terms. 

• ~ is the m-dimensional vector Of Lagrange multipliers. 
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The algebraic constraints, g, arise from mainly two sources: 

1. Augmented Formulation. In an augmented formulation [41], the configuration of each 

body is identified using full Cartesian coordinates to indicate each body's position and 

orientation. If some body is constrained to another by a mechanical joint, then algebraic 

constraints are used to remove the degrees of freedom that the joint restricts. 

2. Closed Chains. In a recursive formulation of the dynamics [32], relative joint coordinates 

are used which result in a minimal set of coordinates for systems with tree-structured 

topologies. However, when the constrained relationships amongst the bodies is cyclic, the 

loops formed by these constraints must be virtuallg cut open to regain atree-structured 

topologyr. rI'he kinematic relationships removed in the cutting process are modelled as 

algebraic constraints. 

When the differential equations are coupled with the algebraic constraints the equations 

of motion (2.1) are known index-3 differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) . Traditionally, the 

numerical solutions of (2.1) are solved by first reducing it to an ordinary differential equation 

(ODE) by a technique called index reduction. In index reduction, the equations of motion are 

reduced to an index-0 DAE (or, ODE) by differentiating the kinematic constraints with respect 

to time (for the definition of index, see [42, 43]) . For mechanical systems, two differentiations 

of (2.1c) are required to yield the reduction. The first differentiation of (2.1c) gives constraints 

on velocity level 

0 = g = G(q)v (2.2) 

and differentiating again gives constraints on acceleration level 

Solving (2.1b) for v and substituting into (2.3), one can solve for the Lagrange multipliers 

~ = A(q, v) :_ (GlII-1GT)-1(GM-1F + Gv). (2.4) 
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Combining (2.1) and (2.4) yields the equations of motion in ODE form 

q = v (2.5a) 

v = M-1(q)(F(t, q, v) — G(q)T n(q, v)). (2.5b) 

The analytical solutions of the DAE (2.1) and it's underlyi7ag ODE (2.5) are identical. That 

is, under appropriate initial conditions and perfect integration the evolution of the states q(t) 

and v(t) exactly satisfy the constraints (2.1c) and (2.2). 

2.1.1 Equations of Motion as ODEs with Invariants 

Let the N := 2n dimensional state of the mechanical system be given by x = (q~'vT )T then 

the ODE (2.5) can be written in the concise form 

with the ~~1 := 2m dimensional vector of invariants 

= v. X2.7) 

We call (2.7) an invariant of (2.6) since the solutions on any interval [to , t f ] satisfy h,(x(t)) = 0 

for all t E [to , t f ] such that tc(~(to)) = 0 (c.f. [17]). All solutions of (2.6) therefore lie on the 

invariant. set or manifold 

HouTever, numerically integrating (2.6) will inherently lead to small perturbations off the 

invariant manifold J1i( since the invariants are not explicitly involved irl the nurrierical integra-

tion solution procedure. ~%lethods which use knowledge of the invariant (2.7) are often used 

to correct the solutions. In the reduction to a local state-space form method, knowledge of 

the invariant is used to reduce the underlying ODE (2.6) to a minimal ODE whose solutions 
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automatically lie on the invariant manifold .11i1. The local state-space form is introduced next 

in Section 2.2. 

2.2 Local State-Space Form of the Equations of Motion 

It is possible to locally reduce the equations of motion (2.1) to a minimal ODE whose 

solutions automatically satisfy the constraints. Such a representation of the equations of motion 

is known as a local state-space form. In this section the existence of the local state-space form 

is established. 

2.2.1 The Local Parametrization 

Let xo E J~ be some point on the invariant manifold. At this point one has 

h(x~) = 0 (2.9) 

and 

G 0 
rank [Dh(a,~,)] =rank 

G G 
= M (2.10) 

since by assumption G is full rank. Hence h, is a submersion at each point on .11il, which then 

is a submanifold of II~ N of dimension P := N - ~~1 [44] . In other words, the dimension of the 

invariant manifold .1V1 equals the total degrees of freedom on the position and velocity levels. 

Since J1il is a P-dimensional manifold it is locally diffeomorphic to II~P; therefore, at the 

arbitrary point xo there is an open submanifold X C .~ which is diffeomorphic to an open set 

y in II~P . The diffeomorphism ~ : ~ ~ X is continuously differentiable, one-to-one onto, and 

the inverse map ~-1 : x ~ y is also continuously differential (c.f. [45]) . The implicitly defined 

function ~ will be referred to as a local parametrization [6] . To put it another way, there exists 

a set of coordinates, ~, representing the degrees of freedom of the mechanical system which 

uniquely determine the generalized positions and velocities and viceversa (at least locally) . 

In addition, the analytic functions of these relationships, ~ and ~-1, are continuous v~Tith 

continuous derivatives. 
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2.2.2 The Local State-Space Form 

Since ~ is one to one onto then for any x E x there is a ~ E y such that 

x = ~(y) (2.11) 

and differentiating with respect to time and substituting (2.6) for ~~ it holds that 

(2.12) 

Now since ~ is a diffeomorphism the jacobian D~ has full column rank and equation (2.12) 

can be viewed as an overdetermined system in ~; therefore, a solution is given by 

y = D~~y)t f fit, ̀ I'~y)) ~ ~ E Y (2.13) 

where t denotes the 1~~loore-Penrose generalized inverse. This ODE represents the equations 

of motion reduced on a local parameter space of the invariant, manifold and is called the local 

state-space form of the equations of motion. 

Similarly, the local state-space form could have been derived by noting that for any ~ E y 

there is an x E x such that 

~ _ ~-' (x) 

and differentiating (2.14) with respect to time it holds that 

~2.i4~ 

(2.15) 

(note that this does not imply (D~)t = D~-1). In any case, it is unique and a general 

representation may be given by 

y= f (t, y) y E y (2.16) 
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where f can be thought of as any solution of (2.12) for ~. 

The Pth-order ODE, f (2.16), and the ?~Tth-order the underlying ODE, f (2.6), represent 

the same mechanical system. However, there are some important differences in how the two are 

integrated. While the solutions of the underlying ODE f may drift off the invariant manifold 

./1i1, solutions of the local state-space form f always satisfy the constraints since for any discreet 

solution ~n E y one has 

h,(lI/(yn~~ = 0. (217 

Therefore, the implicit nature off gives solutions whose numerical error is restricted to the 

manifold. On the other hand, solutions of the underlying ODE may drift from the manifold 

since the position and velocity constraints are not explicitly involved in its solution. 

2.2.3 The Tangent Space 

Differentiating equation (2.17) gives, 

H~`I`~'.~l)) • D~(~) = 0 y E Y (2.18) 

where H(x) := Dh(x) is the jacobian of the invariants. Therefore, the columns of D~ form 

a basis for the P-dimensional null-space of H at each ~ E y. Similarly, they also represent a 

basis for the tangent space of JVt at x = ~(~) which is defined as 

Ty(.M) _ {z E IIBN : H(z)z = 0}. (2.19) 

When considered as a vector space, elements of T~ (.J1iO may be thought to represent tangents 

to all possible trajectories passing through the point x E .JVI. 

For any local parametrization ~, the derivative D~ at ~ _ ~-1(x) is a linear transformation 

from ]IMP to Tx (.J1i1) . Correspondingly, the derivative of ~-1 at ~~ is the linear transformation 

D~-1 (x) Tx (~tit) --~ II~P. Front the inverse function theorem, these linear mappings are 

one-to-one onto (and hence have full rank) . 

A commutative diagram showing the relationship between the underlying ODE (2.6) and 
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the local state-space form (2.16) at each ~o E y and xo = ~ (~o) C X is shown in Fig.2. l . 

The commutative diagram illustrates how the local parametrization ~ relates the equivalent 

~-~ 

~ , t I , ~« ~~) 

.. '~ ~{•,t) P ~~~~ ~ ~ 

Figure 2.1 Comnit~tative diagram illustrating the equivalence of f and f 

~~~ 

solutions of f and of f . 

The local parameterizations and their derivatives are not necessarily unique and are im-

plicitly defined; appropriate constructions are outlined in Section 2.3. 

2.3 Change of Coordinates 

Each element of the parameters ~ C ~ correspond to a unique degree of freedom in the 

position and velocity space of the mechanical system. Accordingly, ~ is often referred to as a 

minimal or independent state of the mechanical system. Often physically insightful and nearly 

global choices of independent coordinates exist; other times automatic selection techniques 

are used which may only hold locally. In either case, the relationship between a desired 

independent state ~ and the full state x can almost always be written as a P-dimensional 

vector of constraints 

R(a~, ~) = 0 (2.20) 

for some continuously differentiable function R : X x y --~ IMP with open subsets x C II~N , 

y C IMP . If the coordinates ~ are truly independent then R must possess certain local attributes 

which are summarized in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.3.1: Consider some point xo C X such that h(xo) = 0 and let ~o E y be such 

that R(xo, ~o) = 0. If R satisfies 

and 

ID2R(xo,~o)I ~ o 

/ D1R~~o,~o) \ 

~ H~~o) ~ 

then there exists a unique continuously differentiable diffeomorphism ~ between some opera 

neighborhoods y C y of yo and X C X of xo such that R(~(y), ~) = R(x, ~Y-1(x)) = 0 for all 

yEyandxEX. 

(2.21) 

~ 0 (2.22) 

Proof: Consider the continuously differentiable function cp : x x y  --~ IAN given by 

where at (~'o, ~o) 

and from (2.22) one has 

~(~~, ~) _ 

~D14~~xo, ~Jo) 

~ n~'~ ~ 

~ R(~'~, ,io) =o 
~ h s„) 

/ DiR~~'o~ ~o) \ 

~ H~~'°~ l 

(2.23) 

Then from the implicit function theorem [46] there exists open subsets X C X, y C y and a 

unique continuously differentiable function ~ : y ~ x such that 

o ~ E y. ~2.2~~ 
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Differentiating (2.24) at (xo, ~o) gives 

DiR~xo, ~o) 

~ H~xa) 

and solving for D ~ (~o) , 

D~(~o> + / Da~~xo, ~o) \ 

~ ~ 

/ ~ -1 
DiR~~'o, ~o) 

~ H~~'~) ~ 

~ —D2R(xo, yo) 

0 

=o 

Note that the jacobian D~(yo) has full column rank precisely when the first condition of the 

theorem (2.21) is satisfied. This derivative of ~ : y —; X at yo E y is a linear transformation 

D~(yo) : I[gP ~ T,~o(,M) where from (2.19) T~.o(,M) = Null(H(xo)). To explicitly verify that 

D~(y~) maps into the null-space of H(xo) observe that 

HD~ = H 

~~ 
= 0 

1 

D1R 1 —DZ R, 

H H 0 0 

/ D1R ~ 

H ~ 

_D2R ~ 

0 

l l 
1 

D1R \ ~ —D2R ~ 

\ H \ ° / 

To show that D~(~o) is one-to-one onto consider some v ~ Two (.J1iL) and w E II~P such that 

v = D~(~o)w. Since D~(~o) has full column rank there exists a set of P linearly independent 

rows and without loss of generality, suppose these are the first P rows such that 

with D~i(~o) 

v= 
/ v i 

v2 ~ D`~'2~~Jo) 
w 

~ 0. Since Del (~o) is invertible, the mapping vl D~(yo)u1 is one-to-
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one onto between IMP and II~P . But note that v2 is uniquely determined from vl since v2 = 

D~2 (~o)w = D~2 (~o) (D~2 (~o)) -1 vl and therefore D~ (~o) is a one-to-one onto mapping from 

II~P to Txo (.J1i[). From the inverse function theorem, the fact that D~(~o) is one-to-one onto 

implies that ~ is a local diffeomorphism. Taking the neighborhoods X of xo and y of ~o 

sufficiently small, ~ : y -~ x is such that R(~(~), ~) = R(x, ~-1(~)) = 0 for all ~ E y and 

x~x. 

Constraints Defined on the Position Manifold 

In practice, it is common to define the constraint on the independent position state as a 

p := n - m dimensional vector valued function 

Rq (q, ~q ) = 0 (2.25) 

and take the independent velocity state as ~,v = ~q. In this case the constraint on the indepen-

dent velocity state may be defined as 

d 
Rv~x, ~) - dtRa~4'~ ~9 = D1Rq(q, yq)v + DZRq(q, y9)yv = 0 (226) 

--- and letting R = (Rq , Rv ) it is easily verified that conditions (2.21) and (2.22) at ~o = (qo, vo) 

and ~o = (~qo , ~vo } may be reduced to 

and 

~D2Rq~9o, ~Jeo)~ ~ ~ 

D1R.9~ga, ~Jeo) \ 

G(qa) ~ 

(227) 

~ o. ~2.2g~ 

Similar to Theorem 2.3.1 conditions (2.27) and (2.28) imply that there exists a ~q which 
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is itself a diffeornorphism such that Rq(~q (~q ), ~q ) = Rq (q, ~q 1(q)) = 0 for all ~q and q in the 

neighborhoods y  and x. Therefore, the local parametrization is of the form ~ _ (~q , ~q). 

Example: Consider the simple pendulum of unit length in Fig.2.2 whose position is described 

by the n = 2 Cartesian coordinates q = (ql q2)T . 

Figure 2.2 Simple pendulum in Cartesian coordinates 

The constraint that the length of the pendulum remain constant is given by the single equation 

(m =1) 

9~q)=~1i+42 -1 = 0

and therefore the dimension of the independent position vector ~q is p = n — m = 1 (one 

degree-of-freedom) . 

Suppose one chooses the local position coordinate ~q as ql , i.e., 

Rs~4'> fie) = qi — ~9 = ~; 

then condition (2.27) is trivially satisfied and the second condition (2.28) is 

/ D1Ra~4, ~q) \ 

~ G~4) ~ 

1 0 

~ 24i 29z ~ 
~~ 

which clearly holds as long as q2 ~ 0. The two points where q2 = 0 are shown on the graph of 

the manifold Fig.2.3. It should be clear from Fig.2.3 wily choosing ~q = ql fails at these two 
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(-1 

Figure 2.3 The invariant position manifold of the pendulum 

points, i.e., ql cannot uniquely determine q2 in any open neiglzborllood of these points (cannot 

be one-to-one) . D 

2.3.1 Iterative Solution of the Local Parametrization 

Recall that the local parametrization ~ is implicitly defined and so iterative methods are 

usually applied to solve the nonlinear inverse problem of finding an ~ E x such that ~ _ ~ (~) 

for a given ~ E y. One usually begins by assuming they have an initial estimate of the solution 

of the full state denoted by x~°~ . An iterative method is then applied which starts with x~°)

and is considered convergent when the nth estimate of the full state denoted by x~n> is such 

that ~ ~ x fin) — x ~ ~ C E where E> 0 is a chosen tolerance [47] . 

For example, Newton-Raphson iteration may be applied to (2.23) to solve for the local 

parametrization. On the j th step of the iteration the (j ~ 1) estimate of the full state is the 

solution of 
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The converbence criterion at the j th step of the iteration may be measured using the inequality 

- 1 _ P - 

where p is the contraction rate of the iteration which may be estimated by 

P =  Ilx~l~ — x~°~ II Ilxcl) — ~co) II • 

The Newton-Raphson iteration is convergent as long as the matrix Dl cp is well conditioned 

and the initial estimate ~~<<~) is sl_ifficiently close to x = ~(~). 

In an alternative approa,cll, the Newton-Rhapson iteration may be considered convergent 

when II~(~c~~l), ~) II is sufficiently close to zero. This norm should be weighted to account for 

the different units of the distance measures. 

2.3.2 Derivative of the Local Parametrization 

A simple method for finding the partial derivative of the local parametrization is given in 

this section. The solution requires the inversion of an N x N matrix. For special types of 

constraints (2.20), an alternative method which requires the inversion of a smaller M x ~~ 

matrix is given in Section 2.3.3.1. 

In the proof of theorem 2.3.1 it was observed that the derivative of the local parametrization 

is given by 

D~(~) _ y E y. (2.29) 

A slight variation of (2.29) can be derived by noting that the derivative of ~-1 0 ~ : y ~ y is 

the identity transformation on IMP which may be expressed as 

D~-1 • D~ = Ip (2.30) 
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where Ip denotes the usual PxP identity matrix. Combining (2.18) and (2.30) one can solve 

for the derivative of the local parametrization as 

D~(~) _ ~ E y. X2.31) 

To see that the inverse in (2.31) exists, recall that D~-1(x) is a one-to-one onto map-

ping from Null(H(x)) to IMP; hence, there does not exist a vector v E Null(H(.x)) such that 

D~-1(x)v = 0 other than the arbitrary solution D~-1(~) • 0 = 0. Consequently, there does 

not exist a nonzero vector v E IAN such that 

and therefore the inverse exists 

v 0 
H(x) 

. The derivative of the inverse of the local parametrization can 

be found as D~-1 = -(D2R)-1D1R in (2.31). 

2.3.3 Linear Change of Coordinates 

A common simplifying assumption is that the independent state ~ is a linear function of 

x, i.e., the constraint (2.20) may be written in the form 

or 

R(x, y) = R•(x - x) - y = 0 (2.32) 

y = R• (x - z) (2.33) 

where ~ E IAN is some arbitrary ofrset and in accordance with condition (2.22) the matrix 

R E IMP X N is chosen such that (RT HT )T is nonsingular. 

The simple form of the constraint (2.32) makes it a popular choice for methods which 

automate the selection of independent states. For example, in Tangent Space Methods [2, 3] 

the rows of R form a standard basis for the null space of H so that (RT HT )T is always 
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nonsingular. In Generalized Coordinate Partitioning [1], tYie independent state y is a subset of 

the elements of x and consequently the rows of R are simple unit vectors. 

2.3.3.1 Derivative of the Local Parametrization: Linear Case 

Suppose one defines a set of dependent coordinates similar to (2.33), 

w = S•(x — x) (2.34) 

where S E ~l~T x N has full row rank and is chosen such that (RT ST )T is nonsingular. Then 

the change in coordinates (2.32)-(2.34) defines a structure of the local parametrization of the 

manifold ~, 

x = ~(~) _ g 
+ x (2.35) 

~(J) 

where the continuously differentiable function u~ = SZ (g) exists by the implicit function theorem. 

Equation (2.35) may alternatively be expressed as 

where 

R :_ 
~S~ ~S~ 

x = ~(y) = Ry + SSt(y) + x (2.36) 

0 0 
and S : _ 

/ i ~ 

~ IMI 
The matrices R and S form bases for the space spanned by the independent and dependent 

coordinates respectively. It is advantageous to choose R and S such that (RT ST )T is unitary 

and consequently trivially invertible. 

Theorem 2.3.3.1.1: If the constraint (2.20) is of the linear form (2.32) then the derivative 
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of the local parametrization is 

D~(~) = R — S ~H~`I'~~J))S~ -1 H~`y~~J))R ~ ~J E Y. (2.37) 

Proof: Differentiating (2.36) gives 

D~ = R + S DSO (2.38) 

and substituting D~ into (2.18) gives 

H I~~ = HR + HSDSZ = 0. (2.39) 

Since (RT HT )T E Il8N x N is nonsinbular and S E 118N x M has fizll column rank one has that 

However, note that 

and consequently 

RS = 

= 0 

~7 =rank 

rank 

R 

H 

~ Int ~ 

S 

S 

= rank 

= M. 

R 

S 

-1 

= rank(HS) 
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which implies HS E II~M x M is nonsingular. Therefore, (2.39) can be solved for DSZ, 

DSO _ — (HS) -1 HR, 

and substituting DSZ back into (2.38) gives the desired result (2.37) . 

Remark 1: Since HS is invertible only when (RT HT )T is as well, the colidition number may 

be monitored during inversion to decide whether a new change of coordinates is necessary. 

Remark 2: Suppose a matrix decomposition is applied to reveal the linearly independent 

columns of H. A valid change of coordinates can be defined by choosing S such that HS 

extracts the independent columns of H which ensures it is nonsingular (the columns of S are 

unit vectors) . The matrix R may consist of the remaining unit vectors (in which case R = RT) . 

This general procedure is known as Generalized Coordinate Partitioning [1], although, the idea 

behind it is more easily derived by applying the implicit function theorem to the invariant h. 

Remark 3: Note that in the case of linearly independent coordinates the local state-space 

ODE takes the relatively simple form 

yEy 

since D~-1 = R. 

2.3.4 Global Change of Coordinates 

An independent set of coordinates which satisfy conditions (2.21) and (2.22) over the entire 

invariant manifold .J~( are known as globally independent coord~;nates. In practice, globally 

independent coordinates are very difficult to find and may not exist [8] . In the case that such 

coordinates do exist, their relationship to the full state ~~ is likely complicated and is most 

easily formulated as a set of nonlinear constraints, e.g., as in (2.20) . 

The main advantage of using globally independent coordinates, when they exist, is the 

absence of computationally expensive automatic independent state selection methods which 
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usually involve matrix decompositions of the constraint jacobian. Globally independent coor-

dinates are most easily identified using intuition and may be verified by checking conditions 

(2.21) and (2.22) over the entire invariant manifold. 

2.4 Null Space Methods 

In this section an alternative derivation of the underlying ODE which utilizes local param- 

eterizations is given. The derivation has computational advantages when p « n, i.e., a large 

collection of bodies with few overall degrees of freedom. 

In the following it will be assumed that the independent state is defined as in equations 

(2.27) and (2.28) where ~ _ (~T ~T )T . The primary consequence of this assumption is that 

D~ has some level of symmetry and takes the following form, 

D~(~) _ 
/ K(yy ) 0 \ 

~ h ~~J) ~i ~~Jq) ~ 

Comparing to (2.18) one has that h' is a matrix that satisfies 

GK = 0, 

~~.40) 

i.e., K is in the null space of the constraint matrix G. Also, given the structure of ~ _ (~q ~q ) 

one has that K(~q ) := c~~q (~q)/~;~q. 
The fact that the matrix K is in the null space of G plays a big role in the alternative 

derivation of the underlying ODE; for suppose equation (2. lb) is left multiplied by KT , 

KT~7v = KTF, (2.41) 

which consequently annihilates GT along with the Lagrange multipliers. However, (2.41) repre-

sents an underdetermined system in the accelerations, v. Looking at the relationship x = D~ ~ 
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in terms of the partitions (2.40) one has 

q = K~q 

v = Ki~"q --~ K~q

(2.42a) 

(2.42b) 

and substituting (2.42b) for v in (2.41) gives a system of equations which is solvable in the 

acceleration y9, 

KT ~l K~q = KT F — KT MKyq . 

Note that the solution requires the inversion of a p x p matrix rather than an a larger n x n 

matrix as in (2.5b) {this gives a computational advantage when p « n) . Substituting the 

solution of ~q back into (2.42b) gives the alternative underlying ODE, 

q = v 

v = K(KT 117K)-1KT (F — MKyq) + h yq • 

(2.43a) 

(2.43b) 

The ODE (2.43) does not appear proper due to the apparent dependence of K and K~q on 

2Jq and ~q ; however, it can be expressed explicitly in terms of the state variables q and v through 

some choice of coordinates. Independent of a particular change of coordinates, it suffices to 

choose K and K~q at each instant such that (2.42b) parameterizes the set of solutions of the 

acceleration constraint (2.3) for v, i.e., 

• K E II~n x p is any matrix with full column rank such that GK = 0 

• K;yq is any solution of G (K~Q> _ —Gv [28]. 

Irl a technique known as the Di~ ff erentiable Null-Space Method [7] , Gram-Schmidt or QR de-

composition is used to find a basis for the null-space of G (this is K) and the decomposition 

algorithm is further differentiated to find K~q . 

For a specific choice of coordinates, however, K and K~q are uniquely determined. Similar 
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to (2.29) K can be calculated from the equation 

K = 

1 \ 

Di Rq ~ ~ -D2Rq

and the term K~q can be computed as 

h'~q =-

G 
l 0 

C D R ~ -i X 0 1
i Q

~ G ~ ~ Gv 

(2.44) 

~2.~5) 

Assuming a linear chanbe of coordinates similar to (2.34)-(2.36) such that. the local parametriza-

Lion on the position level takes the form 

~41~4~ = R g2Jq -~ SgSZ~~q~ + q~ 

then similar to (2.37) one has that h' is given by 

and K~q is given by 

K = R9 - Sq (GS9)-1GRq (2.46) 

Iiyq = -S4(GSq )-1Gv. (2.47) 

Note that the calculation of K in (2.46) requires the inversion of an m x m matrix as does 

the evaluation of the Lagrange multipliers in equation (2.4); therefore, the computational cost 

of the two formulations of the underlying ODE are roughly the same in this respect. Also, 

note that both (2.45) and (2.45) allow for the computation of the product Gv rather tfian just 

G alone. This is very significant from a numerical point of view as the calculation of G alone 

can be computationally expensive. 
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2.4.1 Example 

Consider the 2dof mechanism in Fig.2.4. The system has four bodies with the four gen-

eralized coordinates chosen as q = (ql, q2, q3, q4)T . Suppose the independent position 

~► 

t 

Lz

Figure 2.4 Parallel 4-bar robot 

coordinates are chosen as ~~ _ (ql , q2)T . Since the mechanism resembles a simple parallelo-

gram, the analytic relationship of the generalized coordinates in terms of ql and q2 is easily 

derived. From Fig.2.4 it is clear that q3 = ql — q2 and q~ = q2 — ql — 7r and therefore the local 

parametrization on the position level is given by 

ql 

q2 

ql — q2 

~q2—q1—~/ 

(2.48) 
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From (2.40), an appropriate definition of f~ is K := a~Q /~~q and so differentiating the analytic 

relationship (2.48 gives 

~ 1 0 ~ 
0 1 

1 1 

—1 1 l 

Assuming ~q is not known explicitly (as is almost always the case), the derivation of K 

using the formulas given in this section begins with defining a set of constraints. Suppose the 

constraints are chosen to ensure that the first and forth bodies are coincident at point A, 

9(4) _ 

I~' _ 

/ L2 cos(g2) + L1 cos(g2 + q3) + L2 cos(g2 + q3 + q~) — L1 cos(gl) 1

~ L2 sin(g2) ~- L1 sin(g2 -}- q3) -~ L2 sin(g2 + q3 ~- q~) — L1 sin(gl) 
= 0. 

With ql and q2 still chosen as the independent position coordinates one has that R9(yq ) _ 

(ql, q2)T — yq and from (2.44) K is given by 

K 

1 
aRq 
dq 

ag
aq ~ 

aRq ~ 
ay9
0 ~ 

~ 1 0 0 0 ~ 
0 1 0 0 

a.9 d 9 
dql aq2 

dg ~g 
aq3 d q4 

—1 

I2

0 

1 0 

0 1 

— Sln(Ql — q2 — Q3 — q4~ Ll Sln(g4)-+L2 Sln(Q'3+q4) 
sin(q.~) L1 sin(g4) 

1
`  

L1 sin(gl-4'2—q3~+L2 sin(gl—q2—q3—q~) LI sin(g3)-~L2 sin(g3-I-q4) 
L2 sin(g4) L1 sin(q~) 

Upon substitution of the analytic relationships q3 = ql — q2 and q4 = q2 — ql — ~ this simplifies 
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to the relationship found before, 

i o ~ 

K = 

Remark: The fact that h' is constant (at all points on the invariant manifold) is a consequence 

of the linear relationship between the generalized and independent position coordinates. While 

prior knowledge of a constant matrix K represents a large computational advantage, one does 

not exist in general. 
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2.5 Final Remarks 

In this chapter, a strong theoretical foundation for the local state-space form was estab-

lished. When it is desirable for a local state-space ODE to be valid over a large subset of the 

manifold, the nonlinear setting of the change of coordinates (2.20) can incorporate an intuitive 

selection of valid independent coordinates. On the other hand, every current automated tech-

pique for selecting independent coordinates via matrix decompositions can be interpreted as 

subsets of the linear change or coordinates (2.32) . Therefore, the theoretical foundation given 

here can help in the search for new automated techniques such as the one derived in Chapter 

3. 
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CHAPTER 3. SINGULARITY ROBUST NULL SPACE 

FORMULATION 

A common assumption iri mtiltibody dynamics is that the constraints are always indepen-

dent, i.e., G(q) in (2.1b) has full row rank for all q. In practice, however, there often exist finite 

positions known as kinematic• singularities where G(q) temporarily looses rank and numerical 

integration at or near these sings larities becomes difficult. The difficulties largely stem from 

numerical ill-conditioning at positions near the kinematic singularities. For example, if G is 

nearly singular then the com~~litation of the Lagrange multipliers in (2.4) given by 

~ _ (GIII-1GT)-1(GM-1F + Gv). 

becomes very sensitive to numerical errors in the vector GM-1 F ~- Gv or to constraint violation 

errors. These numerical errors cause very large variations in the Lagrange multipliers (or, the 

constraint forces, GT ~) which introduces an artificial stiffness in the numerical integration [48] . 

In this section a formulation based On the null space method Of Section 2.4 which performs 

well near kinematic singularities and also leas the ability to detect when the system constraints 

are redundant is given. 

3.1 Using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) in the Null Space 

Formulation 

The singular value decomposition of the constraint matrix G may be written as 

G = USVT 
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U 

~l 0 

0 ~,n

~nxp 

VT 
1 

VT 2 

where U E ern x m and V E II~n x n are unitary and the singular values o-1 > . . . > x,-12 > 0. Since 

V is unitary one has that ti'1 V2 = 0 and therefore right multiplying G by tie E Ian x p leads to 

~l 0 

Gti2 = U 

0 ~m 

ffl 0 

= U 

0 

0. 

~m 

~nxp 

~nxp 
0 

~ Ip/ 

Therefore the singular value decomposition provides an orthonormal basis for the null space 

of G. 

The fact that the columns of V2 form a basis for the null space of G also implies that the 

matrix 
~~T~ 

2 

~ G 

is nonsingular (assuming G has full rou~ rank) . Comparing to (2.28) this implies that a valid 

set of independent position coordinates may be defined as 

or 

-~q (q, ~q) = V2 q — 2Jq = 0 

~q =V Tq. 

(3.1) 

With an appropriate set of coordinates defined in (3.1), the null space formulation of the 
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dynamics will now be examined. The matrix K using formula (2.44) is given by 

K = 
/ ti,T

2 

~ G 

\ 1 
1 Ip

0 l 

Since GV2 = 0 and the columns of tie are orthonormal, the inverse takes the particular form 

(see [49]) 

l ti,T 2 
G 

~ —i 
/ VT 

2 

G 

t 

— \ U2 Gt / 

where t denotes the l~~Zoore-Penrose generalized inverse and therefore 

K = 

~ I  ~ CV2 Gt 1 P ~`ol
V2. 

Similarly, using formula (2.45) for h'~q one has 

h ~q = 

VT 
2 

~ G 

V2 

-1 

Gt / 

/~ \ 

Gv 

0 

Gv 

It turns out that the generalized inverse of G may be given in terms of the previously 

calculated singular value decomposition 

Gt = VStUT (3.4a) 
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V 

~l 

0 

0 1 /Qm

Op x m 

0 

0 1 /Qm 
/ 

UT

UT

(3.4b) 

So the SVD serves a dual purpose, it identifies a set of independent coordinates (3.1) and also 

directly leads to expressions for I~' and K~q. Finally, with both Is' and K~q defined in (3.2) 

and (3.3) the null space formulation of the underlying ODE (2.43) is complete and is given by 

q = v (3.5a) 

v = V2(VTML2)-l ti2 (F + MGtGv) — GtGv. (3.5b) 

The advantage of this formulation is that the SVD becomes very useful at singular config-

urations. To begin with, it provides a reliable measure of how near the system is to a singular 

configuration, i.e., the ratio ~ _ ~l /a~,-n is near 1 when G is well-conditioned and is very large 

when near a singular configuration. Additionally, when the system is precisely at a singular 

configuration one has that ~,-,-L = 0, but, even in this situation the Moore-Penrose generalized 

inverse in (3.4) can still be computed by setting 1/~,n = 0. Consequently, an evaluation of the 

underlying ODE (3.5) does not fail where G temporarily looses rank. 

3.1.1 Additional Comments on the Generalized Inverse 

Although I~'~q in (3.3) can be interpreted as the least squares solution of GK~q = —Gv, 

there may still exist large variations or spires in its solution near singularities. This increased 

sensitivity should be clearly evident from (3.4), as the system nears a singularity the minimum 

singular value, a-,-n , tends to zero and hence the term 1 /6r,-L in Gt becomes very large. 1~~1ore 
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specifically, using (3.4) to write K~Q = —GtGv as 

K~q = 

m 

~ 1/~~ 

vl

O 

vm 

1 
L v2 uT Gv 

~2 i=1 
m-1 1

— v2 uT Gv 
~2 i= ~rrc 

0 

U~'Gv 

0 1/6m l 

u m

\ T 

J Gv

(3.6) 

1 
2?m u Trt Gv (3.7) 

illustrates that unless v,numG~v approaches zero at approximately the same rate as 1~6,-,2 ap-

proaches infinity, then ~'~q will be very large (implies large accelerations) and the calculation 

will be sensitive to numerical errors. 

Of course, large accelerations can be expected near singularities. The near removal of 

a degree of degree of freedom may appear visually as a so-called loc1~-up of the mechanical 

system. Instead of moving through the singularity, a sudden change in direction away from it 

is observed. 

If large accelerations are not observed, then the system likely drove through the singularity 

in a way complaint to the temporarily removed degree of freedom. This is the case where 

v,-numGv in (3.7) is approaching zero at approximately the same rate as l~~r,-z is growing (Gv 

is either zero or in the null-space of v,-,-gum). 

3.1.2 Stabilization Artifacts 

The form of stabilization used can introduce an additional set of difficulties near singular-

hies. For example, suppose Baumgarte stabilization [18] is being used where the acceleration 
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constraint (2.3) is replaced by 

which makes ./1i1 an attracting manifold. The result of using this type of stabilization is that 

the formula for h'~q is now given by 

Kyq = —Gt(Gv + 2ag + Q2g). (3.9) 

If the constraints g = g = 0 are not precisely satisfied then comparing to (3.7) reveals that 

these terms may be arrlplified near a singularity which can introduce stiffness in the solution 

of the underlying ODE. These remnants or artifacts of the form of stabilization used (and any 

other numerical errors, in general) may lead to meaningless results. Even if the simulation 

appeared to have been stable when travelling through a singularity, such sensitivities to error 

may lead to solutions which violate laws such as conservation of energy. 

3.1.3 Projection 

One way of alleviating some of the aforementioned problems is the use of projection [21] . In 

projection, the solution at each time step is projected onto the nearest point on the invariant 

manifold. The method mainly consists of two steps for each timestep: 

1. The discrete numerical solution ~'n = (qn v.n ) of the underlying ODE is computed from 

an integration routine using projected values obtained at past timesteps. 

2. The solution ~n is then projected orthogonally back onto the manifold given by invariants, 

i.e., the projected solution is the solution of 

~xn — ~n 112 =min 
~n
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These projected values are used to advance the solution. 

An implementation of (3.10) and (3.11) using a Netivton-type method fits very nicely into 

this formulation since it can be formulated using the I~~loore-Penrose generalized inverse of G. 

Suppose the projected solution on the position level is written as qn = qn -}- bqn , and consider 

the approximation 

0 = 9{qn) = 9(4'n ~ ~4'n) ~ 9{4'n) + Gsgn. 

The difference from the projected solution, dqn , can be minimized in a least squares sense using 

the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of C in the solution of the previous equation, 

dqn = —Gt9~4n~• 

The current projected solution is updated as qn = qn -~ dqn and this process may be repeated 

until some measure of convergence is obtained. Finally, using the projected solution qn , the 

projection onto the velocity invariants (2.2) may be computed in a single step as 

As illustrated in (3.9), unwanted remnants of the stabilization have a greater tendency to 

appear near singularities. Using projection, the positions and velocities are always physically 

feasible and any stiffness caused by drift: from the trianifold (artificial loch-up) is minimized. 

Using Baumgarte stabilization, one can only sa~r that h(x(t)) —~ 0 as t --~ oo and the magnitude 

of the constraint violation at the specific times near singularities cannot be controlled. Also, 

using projection one can project onto additional invariants such as conservation of energy 

ivhicli has a tendency to be violated due to the numerical errors near singularities. 

3.2 Examples 

In this section the five-bar mechanism in Fig.3.1 is considered (from [50]). The parameters 

are given in Table 3.1. The generalized position coordinates are chosen as q = (ql , q2, q3 ~ q4 )T 
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Figure 3.1 Five-bar mechanism 

and two closed loop constraints prohibit translational motion at the lower right support. The 

constraint jacobian is singular at q = (~-, 0, 0, ~r)T (see Fig.3.2). A fourth order R-urige-Kutta 

integrator with a timestep of h = O.00ls was used in all simulations. 

In the first test, the basic non-failure of the formulation at singularities is illustrated. No 

form of stabilization will be used. The initial condition of the mechanism is qo = (~r, 0, 0, ~r)~' 

(the singular configuration) and q = 0. The mechanism is simulated for 5 seconds and the 

resulting joint angle trajectories can be seen in Fig.3.3. Basically, the mechanism falls, bobs 

up and down once, then returns to the original singular configuration (at 2.82s) to repeat the 

motion over again. The condition nurilber of G is plotted in Fig.3.4. The very high peaks 
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Table 3.1 Five-bar mechanism physical parameters. 
Link Length (m) l~lass (I~g) Inertia (I~g • m2) 
1 & 4 L = 1.0 2.0 1.0 

2&3 3L/2=1.5 3.0 2.0 

— — _.__ ---- ~ 4 ~ 1 I`— 1 d 

r~~ i ~ ~,~ 
~ ~ ` ~ 
1 ~ j 1 '~~ ~•.. 

Figure 3.2 Illustration of five-bar mechanism going through singular point 

at Os and 2.82s illustrate the ill-conditioning of G near the singular configuration. Figure 3.5 

shows that the change in energy over time is very small (the system is conservative) . Along 

with a plot of the constraint violation Fig.3.6, these are a good indication of the accuracy of 

the simulation. 
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Figure 3.6 Constraint violation of five-bar mechanism (ex. l ) 

tivhile the previous simulation illustrated that the formulation does not fail at singular-

ities, it was not a worst case scenario since the velocity was more or less zero near the 

singular points. In this second example, the initial condition is as in Fig.3.l with qo = 

(2~r/3, ~/3 ~ cos-1(2/3), 2sin-1(2/3), ~/3 -~ cos-1(2/3))T (symmetric about vertical axis) and 

qo = 0. During the 5 second simulation the mechanism may go through the singularity as 

many as three times. It is worth noting that the singularity represents a bifurcation point and 

therefore the response is very sensitive to any numerical perturbations in the solution near it. 

Also keep in mind that the solution is very sensitive to numerical tolerances in the integration 

and constraint stabilization. 

Two different approaches will be compared. In the first approach the classical Lagrange 

multiplier method (2.5) is used with Baumgarte stabilization (3.8) where ct = ~ = 10. In 

the second approach the SVD-based null space formulation (3.5) and projection stabilization 

method of Section 3.1.3 are used. The solution is also projected onto the conservation of energy 

invariant (all projection steps are done simultaneously). The projection step is considered 

convergent when the norm of the invariants is less than 10-3. 
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In both approaches, the joint trajectories are similar to Fig.3.7. The constraint drift 
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Figure 3.7 Joint trajectories of five-bar mechanism (ex.2) 

can be seen if Fig.3.8. The significant increase in the constraint drift just before 4s was 

induced by the large accelerations encountered when passing through the singularity. The large 

accelerations can be partly attributed to ill-conditioning in the computation of the Lagrange 

multipliers (2.4) at the singularity. The Lagrange multipliers can be seen in Fig.3.9a, notice 

the large spike just before 4s. 

In Fig.3.9b the conditioning of the SVD-based null space formulation is illustrated. The 

plot shows that v,-,~umGv (3.7) approaches zero near the singularities and indicates that no 

significantly large spikes in the acceleration occurred. 

In Fig.3.10 the main difrerence between the two results is illustrated. While the Lagrange 

multiplier method with Baumgarte stabilization violates conservation of energy, the SVD-base 

null space formulation with projection fairs much better. Even without projection onto the 

conservation of energy invariant, the results for the SVD-based null space formulation are much 

better. 
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3.3 Final Remarks 

5 

The previous examples have illustrated that the SVD-based null space formulation can han-

dle many simulations where singularities occur. In particular, the formulation performs very 

tivell in sir~lulations where large variations in the acceleration do not occur near the singulari-

ties. V~Then large accelerations do occur, equations of r~lotion become stiff and the integration 

method is the most important factor. 

It has been suggested that a simple way of guaranteeing some stability in the presence of 

singularities is to so ften (or, ignore) the constraints [29] . For example, changing how small 

~,-,-L must be before G is considered singular (when computing Gt) can be interpreted as a 

softening of the constraints. A closely related and popular way of softening the constraints is 

to use the damped least-squares inverse [51 ] instead of the l~loore-Penrose generalized inverse. 

While such modifications may produce stable results, their accuracy cannot be guaranteed. 

It is important to note that this method does not explicitely deal with the singularities; 

it. simply provides a convenient numerically well-conditioned approach via the singular value 

decomposition. For methods which deal directly with the singularity see [52] and the references 

therein. 
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CHAPTER 4. RECURSIVE LINEARIZATION OF ROBOTS 

CONTAINING CLOSED CHAINS 

The following chapter develops a recursive algorithm for linearization of the underlying 

ODE of general mechanical systems containing closed chains. Recursive algorithms from the 

field of robotics are chosen for the numeric formulation Of the dynamics and hence become the 

basis Of the recursive linearization algorithm. A Lie algebraic formulation Of the algorithms is 

undertaken to aid in a systematic differentiation of the dynamics. 

The chapter begins with a general introduction t0 linearized mechanical models. The de-

velopment of a recursive algorithm begins in Section 4.2. At some point additional background 

material dealing with modern robotics algorithms may need to be consulted and can be found 

in Appendix A. 

4.1 The Linearized Underlying ODE 

In this section the linearized underlying ODE is introduced and some fundamental proper-

ties are discussed. 

Recall that the underlying ODE Of a constrained mechanical system (2.6) can be written 

as 

where ~; _ (qT vT }T E IAN and for simplicity time invariance has been assumed (implies that 

there are no external forces) . The underlying ODE also satisfies an 1VI-dimensional vector of 

invariants 

h~~,) _ 9~9') 

G(q)v 
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where H(x) := ah/dx E I[~~~" N has fizll rank for all x E .M. The linearization of (4.1) at. some 

point xo E .11i( is the linear UDE 

(4.2) 

with A E IAN x N such that (4.2) is a first-order approximation of (4.1) at xo. 

First, let's start with how not to find the linearized underlying ODE. At first glance it 

might be tempting to sayT that A E IAN x N is simply the j acobian of f whose ith column is 

defined as 

[A] col,i = lim 
a~o b 

where e2 denotes the itt~ unit vector. The problem with this approach is that xo ~ bee does not 

necessarily satisfy h (xo ~ bei ) = 0 and therefore ignores the constraints. The thing to keep in 

mind is that the coordinates are not independent;amore correct numerical approach would 

perturb on,l~ an independent set of coordinates. This quickly leads to the involvement of local 

pa,rameterzzatzons of Section 2.2. 

A numerical approach to finding the linearized model which utilizes a local parametrization 

of the manifold is given now. It will be assumed that the coordinates of the local parametriza-

tion, ~, are defined as 

=Rx 

(the linear form of (2.20)) where R E IMP X N (P := N — 117) . Let ~ be a local parametrization 

at xo = ~(~o) E .mil and note that ~(Rx) E .JVI for all x in some neighborhood of xo; therefore, 

applying the chain rule of differentiation to f (~(R~~)) at xo gives an appropriate definition of 

A at xo

where [D f ] E II~N x N denotes the usual jacobian of f . As an alternative to numerically finding 

[D f ] , one may choose to find ~ f / ~~ _ [D f ] ~~ / ~~ E ~N x P whose its column may be found as 
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a finite difference approximation of 

a~ = lim .~~`I'~~Jo -F~ bey)) - .~~xo) 
ay ~0~,2 s->o s 

This approach to finding A requires less evaluations of the underlying ODE (but also involves 

evaluations of ~Y). 

The representation of the linearized model (4.3) depends on a particular local parametriza-

Lion ~. A coordinate invariant version can be derived as follows. Since R, d~ = Ip and H ~~ = 0 
y ~ 

for any local parametrization, (4.3) can be generalized as 

for anv matrix P E IAN x N such that ., 

• HP=O 

. P•P=P 

The matrix P is a projection onto the null space of H (the tangent, space) and therefore 

any perturbation ~x such that H (xo) bx = 0 satisfies bx = Pb~.- . Each matrix P can be 

interpreted as an identity transformation on the tangent space at ~;o. Note that choosing 

P = I - H~' (HHT) -1 H satisfies all of the conditions. This choice for P also provides a 

continuous representation of the sensitivity, A, over all points on the invariant manifold (it is 

relative to always choosing R such that HRT = 0) . 

Orle property which is invariant under a particular change of coordinates are the eigenvalues 

of A at an equilibrium. 

Theorem 4.1.1: At a point xo E .M such that f (~~o) = 0 (equilibrium point), the eigenvalues 

of any representation of A are invariant. 

Proof: Let ~ be a local parametrization at x~. Diflerentiating h(~(g)) = 0 with respect to 
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time gives H(~(y)) ya  (y)y = 0 or 

(4.5) 

For all x in some neighborhood of xo it holds that H(~(Rm)) f (~(Rx)) = 0 and differentiating 

with respect to x at ~o leads to (uses fact. that f (xo) = 0) 

where P = (~~(R~o)/d~}R. 

Let x E II~N be an eigenvector of [D f ]P for some nonzero eigenvalue then 

which implies ~ E Null(H). Since every P is a projection onto the null space of H then x = Px. 

Therefore, 

[D,f~Px = ~Df~x =fix. 

Now, suppose P l and P 2 correspond to any two choices of coordinates then 

Therefore, if ~ is a nonzero eigenvalue of Al = [Df]Pl then it is also an eigenvalue of 

A2 = [D f ]P2 and any other linearization as well. O 

The result of the previous theorem should not be surprising. Clearly the stability and 

dynamic properties implied by the eigenvalues should be coordinate invariant. 

Recall that the local state-space form (2.16) of Section 2.2 is a minimal representation of 

the underlying QDE. Since it represents the same dynamical system, it too should have the 

same (nonzero) eigenvalues at equilibrium. 
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Theorem 4.1.2: The eigenvalues of A are the union of the eigenvalues of the linearized local 

state-space form, A = a f /ay, and {0}. 

Proof: Differentiating (2.12) written as f (~(Ra)) = c~~/8y(Rx) f (Rx) gives 

~~ ~ ~~ 
A = AR -~- R 

~~ ~~ 

where at equilibrium a~/ay = 0 and so 

~~ 
A = AR. 

~~ 

Right multiply (4.7) by d~Y/ay there since R(a~/cry) = Ip, 

~~ ~~ 
A = A. 
~~ ~~ 

Let ~ E IMP be such that A~ _ ~~ with ~ ~ 0, then 

A~~~y~ _~~~~~I 

~4.7~ 

which implies ~ is an eigenvalue of A and therefore all nonzero eigenvalues of A are eigenvalues 

of A. Similarly, by left multiplying by R it can be shown that all nonzero eigenvalues of A 

are eigenvall.~es of A. Finally, from (4.7) it is clear that rank(A) = rank(A) C P and therefore 

A ~ ~N x N must have at least N1 = N — P zero eigenvalues. ~ 

From (4.3) and (4.4) it is clear that the matrix A E ~N x N has at most rank P and therefore 

has at least M zero eigenvalues. The additional zero eigenval~les are a result of the differenti-

ation of the constraints (2.2-2.3) in forming the underlying ODE. If the solution of ~ _ ~'(x) 

drifts away from the manifold, they can easily become nonzero and can lead to instability. 

This highlights the need for stabilization. Some forms of stabilization can be interpreted as 

replacing the ~,~ zero eigenvalues with negative real roots. This stabilizes the constraint drift 

but may also introduce unnecessary stiffness [53] . 
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This section leas discussed methods for linearizing the underlying ODE of a mechanical 

system. It was shown that the standard numerical techniques of linearizing a model had 

to be modified since the underlying ODE lies on a manifold. These modifications result in a 

linearized model which is not unique but does possess certain attributes at equilibrium. Finally, 

the inherent instability of the underlying ODE v~Tas highlighted by the set of zero eigenvalues 

seen in the linearized model. 

In this section it was assumed that the limit operators can be approximated by standard 

numerical approaches. For example, the its column of [D f ] can be approximated by 

~f 

~~' Z 2E ~f ~xo + E ei) — .~~xo — E e2)) 

where E is a small positive parameter [17] . Such an approximation of [D f ] would require at 

least 2N evaluations of the underlying ODE. If the jacobian of the underlying ODE is used in 

an implicit integration or optimization problem, the forming of [D f ] would likely account for 

the bulk of the computational burden. 

The remainder of this chapter deals with an analytic derivation of the linearized model. 

Besides increased accuracy, if the numerical expense of the analytic derivation is relative to 

perhaps only 2-4 evaluations of the underlying ODE, then compared to 2N evaluations it would 

represent a significant computational advantage. 

4.2 Structure of the Linearized Local State-Space Form 

From Section 2.4 the null space formulation of the local state-space form, ~ = f (~), is 

2,/'q = 2,/v ~4.8a~ 

~v = (K(~Js)T M(q)K(~q)) i h (~q)T (F(q, v) — M(q)K(~J)~v) (4.8b) 
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where to simplify things the equations have been assumed autonomous and without external 

forces. It is assumed that K is locally defined by a linear change of coordinates (see (2.27-2.28) ), 

/ ~Je~ ~Rq ~ l  / q 

~~v ~ ~ ~ Rq / ~ v

These also define a local parametrization ~ q such that q = ~ q (~q ) and v = ~~q (~q ) /a~ ~q = 

K(~q )~v. At times q and ~~ may appear as in (4.8) where it is understood that they are implicitly 

defined by ~q and ~v (and hence the ODE (4.8) is implicit) . 

The dynamic equations of the ODE (4.8) will be formulated using the Newton-Euler algo-

rithm from robotics (see Appendix A) tivhich can be viewed as the function 

TNE(q, v, 2') = 1l~(q)v — F(q~ 2J)• (4.9) 

If the equations of motion are written with this algorithm in mind they take the form 

~q = ~v 

X27 = —(KT 1~1K)-1~ 'T TNE(q'~ v, K~v) 

where the ~,th column of KT 1~7K E II~p X P can be solved as 

CK~Mh'~ col i KT (TNE Cq~ v, Kai) — THE (q~ v, ~)) - 

(4.10a) 

(4.lOb) 

With the equations of motion written completely in terms of THE and I1', they will be 

linearized to see w~llcll derivatives need to be derived. The first order approximation of the 

local state-space form at ~o is 

where the P x P matrix A :_ ~ f'(~o)/d~ is obviously the object of primary interest. It is easily 
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shown to be of the general form 

A= 
0 IP

~ A2i Az2 J 

Here A21 represents the sensitivity of (4.lOb) with respect to ~q and A22 represents the sensi-

tivity of (4. l Ob) to ~v . They are 

dKT 
~~q 1 THE 

and 

aKT ~,T C~TNE K  C~TNE 'T ' 

d yq 
TOTE ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ MIS 

P coq ~v 

'T ~ —1 ~T ~TNE A22 = — (h ll%1I2) h  I~ ~ 2MK 
~v 

where in all cases THE is computed at (q, v, v) . A derivation of A21 and A22 can be found in 

Appendix B. The case when external forces are present can also be found in the derivations 

in Appendix B . 

Tlie remainder of this chapter deals with the analytic derivation of the derivatives found 

in the expressions A21 and A22. The partial derivatives of TOTE are covered next in Section 4.3. 

The partial derivatives and time derivatives of K are covered in Section 4.4. Both derivations 

are straightforward using the Lie algebraic formulation of the kinematics and dynamics. 

4.3 Partial Derivatives of the Newton-Euler Algorithm 

As stated previously, the Newton-Euler algorithm can be viewed as the function THE (q, v, v) _ 

11~(q)v — F(q, v) but the actual algorithm is implemented numerically as (see Appendix A): 

Forward Recursion 

U = Ad -1 VPZ -}- s -Z v2
.f p ? , ,l

U = Ad -1 VPZ ~- Si v2 — adSZ ~U2 U 
fP2,2 
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Backward Recursion 

F Z = ~ Ad*-1F~ -~ IZti2 — adyi l2U. 
fi,k 

~ECi 

Ti=S T F 2

In this algorithm, TZ represents the ith element of the vector function THE . The additional 

terms such as SZ and I Z are related to the physical description of the robot and are defined in 

Appendix A. 

In the previous algorithm, all joints are assumed to have only one degree of freedom. 

This assumption greatly simplifies the analytic derivatives and allows identities (A.l)-(A.4) in 

Appendix A to be directly applied to find the analytic partial derivatives of Tz with respect 

to the joint positions and velocities. Common identities used in deriving and simplifying the 

derivatives were: 

• ~ . Ad -~ _ —adSi Ad -~ This identity accounts for the derivative of the 
qz fPi,i fP i ,i 

local coordinate transformation, f Pi ,2 (qi ), in the 

adjoint operator. 

• d~ . Ad* _ 1 = —Ad* _ 1 ads. This identity accounts for the derivative of the 
~2 2 

Pi,i fPi,i 

local coordinate transformation, f Pi ,2 (q2 ), in the 

dual adjoint operator. 

• ~ . (V) _ ~ . (V) = 0 if j ~ Ti i.e., the instantaneous velocity of a body is not 
~~ q~ 

affected by- the positions (or velocities) of its 

outer branches. 

• adsi (SZ~) = 0 where ~ E I~. This identity allows the simplifi-

cation: adSi Ad -~ VPi = ad~~i V . 
fpi,i 
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The following algorithm uses these identities to find the partial derivative of the ith element of 

T1VE with respect to the j th joint position coordinate: 

Forward Recursion 

~~' i 

~qj 

~~2

~qj 

Backward Recursion 

~qj 
E CZ

— ad s2 ti%i i = j 

~j~, \{j} Ad f - ~ dq  i 2~ E T~ 
PZ . 2 .7 

0 i, ~ Tj

—ads? U 

Ad - ~ 
a1 P~ ad aj'2 

~ Yti va d f p2 , i  a4'; 4'~ 

~F~ c~L? 
d f'Z . ~ ~ ~ ~ -+- I i ~ — ad ~ v2 I Z V — ad ti;2 li 

q~ q~ a~, ~qj 

A * _ 
c~F~ 

d 1 
1~ECi 

VTZ _ 7, VF2. 
SZ  

o~qj ~qj 

Ad f_ 1 ads F j
2~~ 

~U 

if j E CZ ,else zero 

The algorithm can be applied (N/2) 2 times to find all partial derivatives of the elements of 

T1VE and the matrix ~T1VE/~q can be formed as 

aTl
dQl 

aT2
C~TNE dql 

~q 

aTl
aq2 

aTl ~ . 
~Q'n 

d T n  
~Tn 

/ ql ~ qn 
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Similarly, the algorithm giving the partial derivatives with respect to the joint velocities 

was found as: 

Forward Recursion 

~v 
dvj 

~v 
avj 

Backward Recursion 

~FZ
~vj * ~F~

Ad 1
f2, k ~v j 

1~ECi 

VTZ _ T VFZ 
  — SZ  
~v j ~v j 

Ad -~ d1 Pi
fPi,i ~ Z':7 

i Z - j 

i E Tj~{j} 

,z ~ Tj 

`~ `z 
ad[, a  SZ - ad,5'ivi a.v . 

J 

,~. Ad -1 d j~Pi — ads.z, . a~ 2 
fPi,i ~ Z'J z a a2'.7 

~F~ ~ti2 
Adf -~ ~ . -~I2  , . 2, k C~2 ~ C~Z~ 

~ECi

dV 
ad a~? I Z ~2 — ady2 I Z 

az~~ ~vj 
i E Tj 

i~T;

On their own, the previous two algorithms provide gradients of the inverse dynamics of 

tree-structured mechanisms. Similar algorithms were applied in [36] to find optimal weight 

lifting motions of serial robotic arms. 

4.4 Derivatives of K 

1~~1uch like the derivations in the previous section, the derivatives of k' are found by differ-

entiating the recursive algorithms used in the formulation of K. Such algorithms were outlined 
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in Section A.3.3 where the matrix K took the form 

h'=E ~4.11~ 

where A and E are constant matrices and J = (Jl J2 • • • )T is a matrix comprising the set of 

body-fixed jacobians at each frame in the multibody system. 

Since all matrices in (4.11) are constant other than J, the derivatives of K are directly 

related to those of J. The relationships are not difficult to derive and are found as: 

/ R ~ -1 l 
• ~K = ~ aK K~>i where aK = —E q

a~ei ~ d 4~ d q~ ~ A J/ ~ 

• .I1' _ —E 

• K = —E 

~ q

R AJ /

~ Rq ~ -1 

~AJ~ 

h' 
~AJI 

\ / 
Ii — 2E 

~ AJ ~ ~ A .I ~ ~ AJ ~ 

0 

A  aJ 
a~~ ~ 

0 ~ q

K 

K 

Based on a physical description of the robot an algorithm for the body-fixed jacobians can be 

derived and can be differentiated using identities (A.l)-(A.4) to solve for aJ , J, and J. These 
qj 

algorithms are described in the next section. 

4.4.1 Derivatives of the Body-Fixed Jacobians 

From Appendix A, the body-fixed jacobians are found recursively as: 
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Forward Recursion 

J Z = AdfP ~2 J PZ -~-
2~ 

0• - •OSiO- - •0 

2 

The ith jacobian is a mapping from the generalized velocity coordinates to the instantaneous 

velocity of the ith frame expressed in frame {~,} coordinates (the body-fixed velocity represen-

Cation) . The algorithms for the derivatives of each J Z were derived and put into the following 

simplified forms: 

Forward Recursion 

~ Ji 

~q~ 

Forward Recursion 

Forward Recursion 

— ad s Z J Z

Ad f-~ 

d J PZ
J p2 Z ~~~ 

0 

z. = j 

i E T~ ~{j} 

2 ~ T~, 

J Z = Ad - ~ J PZ — adsZ vZ J ZfPZ,Z 

J Z = Ad -1 J PZ — ad~~Z Z,Z J Z — adSZ Z,Z Ad -1 J PZ — ad,~Y? vZ Ji 
.f p 2 ~2 fP2,i 
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4.5 Example 

All of the previous algorithms were implemented in a personal dynamics library named RCF 

(Reduced Coordinate Formulations). A straightforward application of the algorithm is under-

gone in this example which essentially verifies that the algorithm is correctly implemented. 

Under consideration is the John Deere 744 Loader linkage illustrated in Fig.4.l. The 

Figure 4.1 John Deere 744 Loader 

linkage contains 8 bodies, has 3 kinematic loops, and has 2 overall degrees of freedom. The 

model was input into the RCF library and the plot seen in Fig.4.2 was generated. 

E 

0.5 

0 

-0.5 

-7.5 

_2 

0.5 1.5 
X (m) 

2 2.5 3 

Figure 4.2 Plot of loader generated by R.CF 
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For a comparison, the linkage was also modelled in the commercial package SimMechanics 

whose graphical plot and block diagram can be seen in Fig.4.3. 

X-axis 

(a) 

,...~..., se....~~.. 

~a 

:~ 

.-- 

~uws 
  ~., 

(b) 

Figure 4.3 Loader representation in SimMechanics: (a) Graph, (b) Block 
Diagram 

With the linkage in the position seen in Figures 4.1-4.3 it will be linearized using two 

different choices of independent coordinates. In both cases, the system has zero initial velocity 

and no external forces exist at the 2 cylinders (this is not an equilibrium point due to gravity). 

The first choice of coordinates are the angles of the boom and the bucket (rotation about frames 
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1 and 7 in Fig.4.2) . The linearized local state-space form corresponding to these coordinates 

is found using the RCF library as 

Ah = rcf LinLSSF (q, v , [0 , 0] , ' 1 7' ) 
Ah = 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

-2.3763 -0.38157 0 0 

7.853 -1.9778 0 0 

which has eigenvalues 0.54043 ~ 1.5 7 342 and —0.54643 ~ 1.57342. If the independent position 

coordinates are chosen as the displacements of the cylinders (displacement of frames 3 and 10 

in Fig.4.2) then the linearized local state-space form is found once again as 

Ah = rcf LinLSSF (q, v , [0 , 0] , ' 3 10' ) 
Ah = 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

-1.9649 2.5565 0 0 

-0.58728 -2.6457 0 0 

which has eigenvalues —0.37624 ~ 1.56422- and —0.37624 ~ 1.56422, 

The commercial software Sim~~lechanics uses afinite-difference technique to approximate 

the linearized model and allows the user to control which coordinates are perturbed. Under 

the first choice of coordinates the eigenvalues were found to be 0.5475 ~ 1.57292 and —0.5475 ~ 

1.5 7 292. Under the second set of coordinates they were 0.37688 ~ 1.5632, and —0.37688 ~ 1.5632. 

These values are very close to those obtained using RCF and are a good indication that it is 

correct . 

4.6 Final Remarks 

In the background material of Appendix A, algorithms from robotics were modified to 

cope with robots with kinematic loops. The algorithms still managed to maintain the highly 
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developed and simple notation first found in Featherstone [32] and later expressed as the Lie 

algebraic formulation [35, 54] . With all algorithms uTritten in this context, the derivaties of the 

dynamics would always eventually boil down to applying identities (A. l )- (A.4) . The original 

work which inspired this careful formulation of the dynamics can be found in [55] . 

The major applications of this work were never fully explored here. The first application 

is in the area of implicit integration where the efficient computation of the iteration jacobian 

is of great importance. For example, the iteration jacobian for the local state-space ODE with 

timestep h, has the form 

I P — h.A 

which can be computed using the algorithms given here without the need for numerically 

expensive finite-difference approximations Of the jacobian. The topic of implicit integration of 

multibody systems can be found in [12, 56] 

The second area of application is in dynamic motion planning [38, 37] where the gradients 

provided here can be used in the optimization process. The primary focus of the previous 

work in this area was with open-chain robots. The `~vork done here would allow robots with 

kinematic loops to be treated within the same context. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 

Using local parameterizations of the invariant manifold, several applied areas in dynamics 

were discussed and expressed in a general framework. In Chapter 2, concepts from differential 

geometry were used to express the local state-space form in a very generic manner. All of 

the current applied techniques can be viewed as subsets Of this general representation. These 

applied techniques were all discussed and a new one was proposed in Chapter 3 which was called 

the Singularity Robust Null Space Formulation. Using the concept Of local parameterizations, 

the linearization Of the underlying ODE and the local state-space form was discussed in Chapter 

4. In addition, an efficient recursive algorithm for the construction Of an exact linearization of 

the local state-space form was derived. 

Chapter 3 uses the SVD as the basis Of a null space formulation of the dynamics. It turns out 

that the SVD Of the constraint jacobian directly led t0 an expression Of the underlying/state-

space ODE. The formulation also had the unique property Of not failing at kinematic singular-

ities. Simulations of a five-bar mechanism which travels through a singularity were performed 

to illustrate this property. These simulations also showed favorable results compared t0 tradi-

tional approaches which use Lagrange multipliers and Baumgarte stabilization. 

Most formulations in dynamics ignore the topic of singularities even though they occur 

quite often irl practice and in other DAE applications. The work done Here was an approach 

which accepts that singularities will occur and does its best to "simulate through" them. At 

the same time, it had the ability to detect a singularity and could warn the user that the 

system may have gone through a bifurcation. The method showed some success due in part to 

the inherent numerical stability of the SVD. However, it was also shown how the .simulation 

can still be prone t0 numerical errors in certain situations near singularities. 
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Chapter 4 covered the topic of linearization of ODE representations of constrained me-

chanical systems. The chapter utilized local parameterizations to derive an expression for the 

first-order approximation of the underlying ODE which lies on the invariant manifold. Next, 

a recursive algorithm for the linearized local state-space form was developed. Such an al-

gorithm clearly depends on the particular formulation of the dynamics. A formulation from 

robotics known as the Lie algebraic formulation was chosen for its highly developed and easily 

manipulated notation. Using this, the derivation is fairly straightforward and is without the 

need for ad hoc notation. The algorithm showed application towards optimization and implicit 

integration problems where computational efficiency is of great importance. 

One of the assumptions in the formulation is that all constraints can be described by simple 

joints. Such limitations are inherent to any approach which restricts itself to a particular 

formulation of the dynamics. On the other hand, most every dynamics package is restricted 

to a particular formulation and so it is surprising that the vast majority still rely on finite 

difference techniques to generate linearized models. Hence, the real contribution of this work 

is that it illustrates how linearization algorithms are not as complicated as they might have 

seemed tivhen approached from the proper standpoint. 

5.1 Future Work 

There are several directions irl which this work could be built upon: 

• The formulations of the dynamics in Chapter 2 could be generalized to incorporate al-

ternative basis vectors for the velocity space. These modifications would allow represen-

Cations such as the canonical momenta and could lead to new approaches to forming the 

equations of motion. 

• A numerical efficiency study of the linearization algorithm of Chapter 4 could be under-

gone to see when it is advantageous to use compared with finite difference techniques. 

Such a study would require a careful a careful implerrientation to minimize the number 

of additions and multiplications. 
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• The algorithms in Chapter 4 could be extended to handle multiple degree-of-freedom 

joints. These modifications would require that the partial derivative of the multiple 

degree-of-freedom joint screws be known. 

• The algorithms in Appendix A could be further generalized to handle nonholonomic 

constraints. 
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APPENDIX A. ROBOTICS BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

In this appendix, some necessary topics in the field of robot dynamics are introduced. 

For a complete understanding, the reader should be familiar with the work of Featherstone 

[32] . In Section A. 1, the chosen mathematical language of robot dynamics, the Lie algebraic 

formulation, is briefly outlined. In Section A.2, the notation for a proper physical description 

of constrained robotic systems is described. Finally, Section A.3 introduces modern dynamic 

algorithr~is in robotics. 

A.l The Lie Algebraic Formulation 

In the following the Lie algebraic formulation in robot kinematic and dynamics is intro- 

duced. The reader is referred to [57] and [58] for a more comprehensive treatment. The 

introduction here is very similar to those in [34~ and [59]. 

A.1.1 The Special Euclidean Group SE(3) 

The group Of rigid body transformations on 1~3, denoted SE(3), cast in a 4 x 4 homogeneous 

form, is 

R p 

~0 1~ 

where p E ]l~3 and R is ~ 3 x 3 rotation matrix such that RTR. = I and det(R) _ +1. 
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A.1.2 The Lie Algebra se(3) 

The Lie algebra of SE(3) is called se(3), and can be represented by the following 4 x 4 

matrix form 

l [w] v \ 

~ o o~ 

where w, v E I183, and [w] :_ 
0 - u~~ 

wg 0 

-Tu2 2u1 

u'2 

-u~l is a 3 x 3skew-symmetric matrix. Note that 
0 

se(3) can be regarded as 6-dimensional vector space, (w, v) ~ I~6. Define the V (vee) operator 

as the extraction to the 6-diYllerlsional representation as 

~ f=~ l ~ V / 
v w 

~ 0 0 ~ ~ v ~ 

A.1.3 The Matrix Exponential 

The principle relation between SE(3) and se(3) is the matrix exponential, the exponential 

map exp :se(3) —~ SE(3) is defined as the following relation 

expg= 
e ~u"'~ Av 1

~ 0 1 ~ 

where the following closed-form expressions exist, 

f b~l — ~ + I~u ]I~ 
~~~~ II~~ II + Il~;lll'~ (1— cos ~I-ii ll) 

A=I+ I[wl2 (1 —cos 

A.1.4 Adjoint Operators 

~~II)+ II ~,~III (Ilu 11—.5~~~ I~~~ ID 

The adjo~int mapping Ad : SE(3) x se(3) —~ se(3) is defined as 

AdG g = GgG-1 
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where G E SE(3) and g E se(3). The adjoint map is a coordinate transformation on se(3). 

The Lie bracket represented by the bilinear mapping ad : se(3) x se(3) —~ se(3) is defined 

as 

ad9 h. _ [g, h] = gh — hg 

where g, h E se(3). The lie bracket generalizes the standard cross-product operator on se(3). 

The Lie bracket satisfies the following two properties: 

1. Skew-Symmetry: [x, y] _ — [y, x~ 

2. Jacobi identity: [x, [y, z]] + [z, [2~, y]] -I- [y, [z, x]] = 0 

for every x, g, z E se (3) . 

When se(3) is regarded as I~6, the adjoint mappings when acting on elements of II~6 have 

the 6 x 6 matrix representations 

AdG g = 

ad9 h = 

n o~ 

~~] R R ~ 

w9

vy ~ 

wh 

v yz J 

where (R, p) E SE(3) and both g = (wy, v9) and h = (wh, vh ) are in se(3). It is easily verified 

from these representations that Adel = AdG-~ and AdGAdH = AdGH for any G, H E SE(3). 

It can also be verified that AdG(ad9h,) = adAdG9(AdCh) for any G E SE(3) and g, ja E se(3). 

The dual adjoint operators, Ad* : SE(3) x se(3) ~ se(3) and ad* : se(3) x se(3) -~ se(3), 

have matrix representations defined as the usual transpose of the previous: 

AdG g = 
~ R 0 r ~wg \

~ ~P] R RT ~ v9 ~ 

RT RT ~~T ~ / wg ~ 

~ ~ RT / ~ v9 
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and 

adg h = 

T \ 

~w9~ 0 ~ / wh 1 

~u's~ 

0 

A.1.5 Generalized Velocities and Forces 

/ ~ gh

~v9~ / u,h

Let G(t) _ (R(t), p(t)) E SE(3) represent the trajectory of a body relative to some fixed 

reference frame. It can be shown that the two representations of the velocity of the body, 

GG-1 and G-1G, are elements of se(3). The representation GG-1 is known as the inertial 

velocitg and has the form 

GG-1 = 
R p ~ RT —RT p ~ ~ RRT —RRT p + p ~ 

0 0 l  o i t ~ o o ~ 
E se(3). 

The representation G-1 G is known as the bodg-fixed velocity and has the form 

G-1G = 
/ RT _RTp ~ /R p ~ 

~ 0 1 ~ ~ 0 0 ~ 

~ RT R 

0 
RT p ~ 

0 ~ 
E se(3) 

(observe that both RRT and RT R are skew-symmetric) . 

If the trajectory undergoes a right transformation of the form G(t) --~ GT (t) where T is con-

stant then the body-fixed velocity transforms as (GT) -1 GT = T -1 G-1 GT = AdT- ~ (G-1 G) . 

The inertial velocity representation is invariant under a right transformation. 

Let (m, f) be a moment-force pair (a generalized force) at some frame on a rigid body and 

let GY = (R, p) E SE(3) be a constant transformation from this frame to another frame on the 
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body. The moment-force pair is equivalently expressed in the new frame as 

RTC ~ 

~ RT RT [p]T \ ~ m 

m 
= Adr 

1 

Therefore, the dual adjoint map allows the transformation of generalized forces from one frame 

to another via the SE(3) map between the two frames. 

A.1.6 Derivatives of Adjoint Operators 

Let f E SE(3) be a transformation of the form f = Mes q (a fixed transformation M E 

SE(3) followed by a rotation q E Ilg about the axis S E se(3)) and let x, y E se(3). The partial 

derivatives of the adjoint operators with respect to some variable p are: 

Identity 1 

Identity 2 

Identity 3 

Identity 4 

coq ~~ (Add-1 x) _ — ad,~ Ad f - ~ x -}- Ad f -
~p o~p o~p 

d ~q ~ ~ ~x 
  Adf _1 ~- _ — Adf-ladsx-{-Adf_1 tip o~p ~p 

~ ~y 
(adx~) = ad ax ~ -~- adx

cep a~ ~p 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ (ads ~) = ad a ~ y ~ ads
ap a~ ~p 

(A.2) 

~A.3~ 

~a.~~ 

Identities 1-4 provide a straightforward method of differentiating the kinematics and dynamics 

of robot mechanisms. 
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A.2 Physical Description of Constrained Robots 

The following sets of parameters are used to describe robots with closed chains: 

Link Parameters 

f~,2 - Homogeneous transformation from frame {j} to frame {i}. 

Ii - generalized inertia tensor of link ~i expressed at the its frame 

SZ - Joint screw of link ~, 

q2 - Position coordinates) of link i 

v2 - Velocity coordinates) of link i--, z'i := q2 

Link Pointers 

Pi - Parent of link i 

CZ - Children of link i (excludes virtual links) 

TZ - Links in subtree of link ~- (excludes virtual links, includes the ith link) 

TZ' - Links in subtree of link i including virtual links 

R,L - Loop closure link reference of the ?,th virtual link 

Coordinate Sets 

q - Set of position coordinates of open chain 

qv - Set of position coordinates of virtual links 

q - Full set of open chain and virtual position coordinates 

v - Set of velocity coordinates of open chain 

v2, - Set of velocity coordinates of virtual links 

v - Full set of open chain and virtual velocity coordinates 

Numbering 

N - Number of links in open chain (number of physical bodies) 

'n - Number of position/velocity coordinates in open chain 

Nv - Number of virtual links (number of kinematic loops) 

nz, - Number of position/velocity coordinates in virtual links 
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Physical interpretations of the parameters are given largely by example. 

A.2.1 Removal of Kinematic Loops to Form an Open Tree-Structure 

Consider the mechanism shown in Fig.A.la. 1~~1ost algorithms in robotics require that 

(mil (~>) 
Figure A.l (a) Closed chain mechanism and (b) equivalent open chain 

mechanism 

the mechanism is free of kinematic loops; therefore the mechanism is first converted to an 

equivalent tree-structured robot by virtually removing a joint Fig.A.lb. V~'hen the dynamics 

of the robot are formulated, the removed joint is replaced with constraints that the two links 

are coincident at the point where the joint was cut. 

A.2.2 Assignment of Link Frames 

So that the links may be identified, they are indexed as links 1-4 in Fig.A.2. Coordinate 

frames { 1 }- {4} are attached to each respective link. There are additional frames at ground 

(labelled {0}) and on each half of the virtually cut joint. Frame {5} at the cut joint is allowed 

to move just as the actual joint would such that it is always coincident with the frame fixed 

to the other half. Joints 1-4 make up the set of joints in the open chain and joint 5 is the 

only virtual lin1~ (a joint without a physical body associated with it) . To summarize, every 

body has a single frame and a single joint associated with it and there are additional frames 

associated with the virtually cut joints. 
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Figure A.2 Exarrli~le closed chain mechanism with link/frame labels 

The positions of bodies in atree-structured mechanism can be parameterized by the relative 

motion of one body to the next/previous. In the convention used here, the displacement of 

each joint, q2 , in the transformation to a link relative to its parent (or, the neighboring link 

closest to the root of the tree f p L,2, is used to parameterize the position. 

To make the dynamics recursions more efficient, there are some irriposed restrictions on 

the general form of f ~2,i which affect the placement of the coordinate frames. All frames must 

be attached in a way such that the transformation fP2,i E SE(3) can be written as a fixed 

transformation followed by a transformation associated with the movement of the joint. In the 

case of single degree-of-freedom _joints, this implies they can be written as fP2,2 = Mi eS2g2 where 

1t~12 E SE(3) is a fixed transformation (to the zero pos~,tion of tfie joint) and es2g2 E SE(3) 

accounts for the joint displacement. 

A.2.3 The Joint Screws 

In the Lie algebraic formulation, the joint screuTs Sz are members of se(3) and represent 

the axis of rotation/translation of single degree-of-freedom joints. For instance, the I~6 repre-
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sentations of SZ for revolute and prismatic joints in local coordinates are: 

S= 

~o~ 

0 

1 

0 

0 

~o~ 

S= 

~o~ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

\ 1 ~ 

R.evolute, z —axis Prismatic, z —axis 

Generalizations of the joint screws to multiple degree-of-freedom joints are discussed in Section 

A.2.7 

A.2.4 The Generalized Inertia Tensor 

The generalized inertia tensor at the center of mass of link i is of the form 

/ J i 0 

0 m.2 I3

where m2 is the mass of link i and J Z ~ I~3 x 3 is the inertia matrix of link i at the center of 

mass. For efficient storage, the generalized inertia tensor of link i is transformed to the ith 

frame as 

I Z = Adf _1
~ J~ 
~o 

0 

rnil3
Ad f - ~ _ 

R.JZRT — mZ ~p]2

~ — mi ~~ 

where f = (R, p) is a fixed transformation from frame {i} to the frame in which J Z is expressed. 

A.2.5 Link Pointers 

Tlie local topological information of each link is stored via the pointers: P 2 (parent), CZ

(children), TZ (subtree), and R2 (loop closure reference) . These definitions should be largely 
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self-explanatory and are illustrated for the example in Table A.1 (~ denotes the empty set). 

Table A.l Pointer parameters for closed chain example 
i Pi CZ TZ T v RZ 

1 0 ~ 1 1,5 ~ 
2 0 3 2-4 2-4 ~ 

3 2 4 3.4 3,4 ~ 
4 3 ~ 4 4 ~ 
5 1 ~ ~ 5 4 

A.2.6 Link Objects 

If the robot was described in an object-oriented computing environment, the following 

information should be stored in each Linl~ and Virtual Lin1~ object: 

2 th Link : < 

i.th Virtual Link 

Parameters 

Pointers 

Parameters 

Pointers 

~PZ , 2

IZ 

q2 ~ vz ~ v2

,SZ 

PZ

CZ 

TZ

~Pz ~ ~ 

~RZ ,i 

q2 , v2 , v2 

~2 

P~ 

R2 
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Notice that the Virtual Lin1~ object is very similar to the Link; object. The obvious dif-

ferences are that the Virtual Linl~ object does not have a generalized inertia tensor since it is 

massless and does not have any children or subtree pointers since it is always located at the 

leaf of a branch. 

The Virtual Lin1~ object must also store information pertaining to the other half of the 

cut joint. The index of the link on the other half of the cut joint is stored in the pointer R2.. 

The fixed transformation from the frame of link RZ to the location of the cut is recorded in 

the homogeneous transformation f RZ,i . These two pieces of information uniquely describe the 

frame to which the its virtual joint must be aligned to maintain the constraint. 

A.2.7 Multiple Degree-of-Freedom Joints 

~-Zultiple degree-of-freedom joints do not fit as nicely into the Lie algebraic formulation 

but can usually be incorporated through simple modifications. For multiple degree-of-freedom 

joints, SZ is derived such that SZv2 is equal to the II~6 representation of the relative velocity 

across the joint, fP.12 fP2 ,2. For example, a cylindric joint usually consists of a rotation about 
2. 

the z-axis followed by a translation about the z-axis; therefore, the local link transformation 

is of the general form 

~PZ,i (qZ) = Mz

cos(gil) — sin(gil) 0 

sin(gil) 

0 

0 

o~ 

cos(gil) U 0 

0 1 qZ2 

0 0 1 l 
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where 1l%1i E SE(3) is a fixed transformation and the latter part accounts for the relative motion 

of the joint. Calculating the generalized velocity across the joint as fP2 2fPZ~i gives 

~ 0 —v~l 0 0 ~ 2 

or in II~6, 

1 _ f PZ.i ~p27i - 
vii 

0 0 

0 

~ 0 —1 

0 0 0 

0 v~i 2 

0 0 0 

0 0~ ~0 0 0 0~ 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0~ ~ 0 0 0 0 

_1 V 

~PZ , i ~Pi , i = 

v21 + 21i l ~-

~o o~ 
0 0 

1 0 / v21 

0 0 ~ vZ2 ~ 

0 0 

~o i~ 
S t v2. 

vi2 

Hence, Si is fairly simple for a cylindric joint. For other types of joints, Si mayr depend on the 

orientation of the joint acid is thus a function of qi. 

The algorithms in Section A.3 have been modified to cope with multiple degree-of-freedom 

joints. The single degree-of-freedom versions of these algorithms can be recovered by setting 

,S'i = 0. 
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A.3 Dynamics Algorithms in Robotics 

A dynamics algorithm known as the Newton-Euler algorithm [60, 61] applies to tree-

structured open chain mechanisms and is given by: 

Given: Vo, Vo, q, v, v 

Initialize: For all z: fP2iZ(g2) 

SZ (q2 ) 
Sz (q.i , v2 ) 

Forward Recursion (open chain) 

V = AdfP 12 VPZ +SZv2 
2~ 

V = Ad -1 Vp2 -+- SZ vZ ~- SZv2 - ad SZ •U Z V i 
f p L 2 

Backward recursion (open chain) 

F Z = Ad*-1F~ ~ I 2 ~ — adj2 I ZV 
f2.~C 

I~ E CZ
T2 = ST F Z

■ 

The algorithm consists of two recursions. The first recursion starts at the root link and 

outwardly computes the body-fixed velocity, U := fo .l fo,i, and its time derivatives, v2 = 

d -1 f ) at the frame of each body The second recursion starts at the ti s of the branches 
C~t (~~,2 ~,2 ~ ~ ' p 

and inwardly computes the generalized force at the joint of each body, F Z, and transforms it 

into a generalized actuation force of each joint, T~ . So the Newton-Euler algorithm solves the 

inverse dynamics problem of tree-structured mechanisms, i.e., given a position, velocity, and 

acceleration, it solves what generalized actuation forces are required to produce such a motion. 

The equations of motion of atree-structured mechanism can be written in the general form 

q = v (A.5a) 
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M(q)v = T(t) + F(q, v) (A.5b) 

where 1t~1(q) is the inertia-mass matrix, F(q, v) accounts for the centrifugal and Coriolis terms, 

and T (t,) is the set of generalized actuation forces (no other external forces are assumed) . Since 

the Newton-Euler algorithm solves for the external forces, T(t), it can therefore be thought of 

as the function 

TNE~9, v, v) ~= M~4')v — F(q, v). (A.6) 

Viewing the Newton-Euler algorithm as a functional mapping offers some nice insights. For 

example, looking at (A.6) it is clear that the ~ith column of M can be solved by letting 

[~l ]col,i — TNE(Q', v, ei) — TNE(q~ v, ~) 

where e2 denotes the ,ith unit vector. Supposing ~1 is found in this way, the accelerations can 

be solved from (A.5) as 

= lIT-1~T~t~ —TNEIq~v,O~~ 

where T(t) represents the set of generalized actuation forces [62] . 

A.3.1 Extending to Closed Chain Robots 

~~.7~ 

The application to closed chain mechanisms is fairly straightforward. First, the kinematic 

loops of these mechanisms can always be virtually cut to create atree-structured mechanism. 

The virtually cut joints are replaced with constraints such that the equations of motion take 

the form 

q = v (A.8a~ 

~1 ~q)v = Tit) + F'~9, v) — GT ~4)~ (A.8b) 

0 = g(q) (A.8c) 
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where g (q) = 0 is an m-dimensional vector of cut joints constraints and GT (q) ~ mimics the 

forces that would exist at the cut joints. Here G :_ ~g/~q and ~ is a vector of Lagrange 

multipliers which can be solved as in equation (2.4) . 

Next, the constraint forces are interpreted as additional external forces and the accelerations 

can be solved similar to (A.7) as 

21 = lII -1 ~T - TNE~q~ v, ~~~• 

where T := T(t) — GT (q)~. 

A.3.2 Formulating the Constraints 

One topic which has not yet been covered is the formulation of the kinematic loop con-

straints. Such constraints were previously assumed available as in equation (A.8) . In this 

section, an algorithmic derivation of the kinematic loop constraints is introduced [15] which 

utilizes the previously introduced virtual links/joints. 

The Constraint Jacobian 

The condition that the relative velocity between the ith virtual joint and its reference frame 

{ i' } should be zero may be expressed as 

~p~21 ~0,2 - ~p,2 ~O,i~ - ~• 

T~iis condition is equivalently expressed as 

Jiv—JZ~v=O 

or 

(Ji—Ji~)v=0 
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where J Z E j~6 x n-}-nZ, is the body-fixed jacobian at the 2t~ frame. The body-fixed jacobians at 

each frame can be derived recursively as: 

Forward Recursion (all joints) 

J Z = AdfP 12 J PZ + 
2. 

■ 

0• • •OS2 0• • •0 

2 

Suppose the indices of the NL cut joints are denoted as cl , c2,...,cNL , then the constraints 

at all of the virtual joints can be combined into one as 

J J~ ~ Cl Cl 

v=0 

\ , / 
\ CNL CNL / 

where J~~ = AdfR ~ c J R~2 (transforms the link reference jacobian, J R~~ , to the cut joint loca-
1 C

2 2 

Lion) . Finally, let G be the above matrix with a full set of linearly dependent rows removed. 

The matrix G (q, qv ) ~ ~m-~-nZ, x n+nv represents the jacobian of a complete set of independent 

constraints. 

From this development it is clear that G may be expressed as 

G A 

~ J i 

~ J1~,T+Nv ~ 

(A.9) 

where J l . . . JN+Nv are the jacobians at each joint and A E ~m--~n2, x 6(N-}-Nv) is a constant ma-

trix which accounts for coordinate transformations (to transform the jacobians at the reference 

links RZ`~ to the cut joints) and the removal of dependent rows. Hence, the use of virtual links 

has led to a constraint jacobian which is linear in the body-fixed jacobians. 
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The Usual Constraint Jacobian 

The only problem with this formulation is that G(q, qv ) E ~m-}-nZ, xn+nv is not directly 

equivalent to the usual constraint j acobian G (q) E I~'n x n . The usual constraint j acobian can 

be derived by noting that the virtual coordinates, qv E Il~nv , are implicitly defined by the open 

chain coordinates, q E II~n . This derivation follows. 

There are nv constraints associated with the additional redundant coordinates at the virtual 

links. Suppose these constraints are given by 

Let g E lam denote the remaining constraints associated with the closed loops and let g denote 

the full set of constraints, 

g(q~ qv) _ 
9~4~4v~ 

92~ (q ~ q2~ ) ~ l 
and hence it follows that G is defined as G :_ ~g/~(q, qv ) (of course, a swapping of rows and 

columns might be necessary to account for the ordering of constraints and coordinates) . The 

jacobian G takes the partitioned form 

~g 

d (q~ qv) 

a9
dq 

a92, 
dq 

ag
aqZ, 
ag2, 
aqv 

In view of the partitioned matrix the fact that Gv = 0 implies 

and 

~9 d9 v = — ~ vv ~q d q~~ 

c~g2, d g2, 
coq 

v = — 
~qv 

vv . 

(A.10) 

(A.11) 

Since the orientations at the virtual joints are uniquely determined by the positions of the 
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bodies then ~~gv /aqv ~ ~ 0 and hence (A.11) can be solved for vv as 

vv 
~ (~ 

Z' 
qv q 

Substituting this result into (A.10) leads to 

(A.12) 

which makes this matrix an appropriate definition of the usual constraint jacobian G. While 

this derivation may seem unnecessarily complicated, it does have the advantage of being inde-

pendent of the type of cut joints. In addition, the inverse of ~gv /~qv can be formulated with 

linear complexity and in most cases, cog/~qv = 0. 

A.3.3 The Null Space Formulation of the Dynamics 

The null space formulation of Section 2.4 mainly relies on the derivation of two terms: the 

basis for the null space of the constraints, h', and one of its derivatives, h'gv . In this section, 

a derivation of these two terms which is closely tied to the derivation of the constraints of the 

previous section is presented. 

Let q :_ (q, q21) denote the full set of position coordinates and suppose an independent set 

of position coordinates is defined as 

gq = RqQ' 

where Rq E Il~p xn-+-nv is chosen such that (RT GT )T is nonsingular. From Chapter 2 the 

independent position coordinates locally parameterize the fill set q and the jacobian of this 

relationship is given by 

~q 

~gq 

Rq

~ ~' / \ ~ ~ / 
Notice that the rows of coq/dgq corresponding to the open chain coordinates q define the basis 

for the null space Is := dq/~gq. Suppose these rows are extracted through left multiplication 
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of a matrix E such that 

K=E 
I~ 

0 
(A.13) 

Notice that this derivation of K is somewhat convenient in the sense that it does not require 

the conversion of G to G. Also, recalling that G = AJ (A.9) where J denotes the set of 

body-fixed jacobians it is clear that the various derivatives of Iz required in Chapter 4 can be 

conveniently derived using derivatives of J. 

From Chapter 2, it follows that ~s ~2, is given by 

E~~v = E 

/ R \ -1 / ~ \ 
9 

~G~ ~Gv~ 

which leaves Gv as the only remaining unknown. By differentiating G = AJ one has that the 

vector Gv is equal to AJv or, 

Gv=A 

Jv ~ 1 

JN 
~ NZ' v

Each JZv can be derived similar to the calculation of V in the Newton-Euler algorithm since 

by definition, each tiz is equal to Jiv ~ J Zv. Hence, by setting the accelerations to zero each 

J Zv can be found recursively as: 

Forward Recursion (all joints) 

V = Ad -1 Vp. -~ SZ v2
P i , i 2 

J i v = Ad -1 JPi v ~ SZv2 — adsi vi tiz. 
fPi,i 

■ 

Some computational effort can be saved by reusing these terms if the Newton-Euler algorithm 

is subsequently needed. 

Once again, an equivalent to the usual Gv can be easily derived. In fact, the use of virtual 

coordinates can be eliminated altogether if global coordinate transformations are used to solve 
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for the local transformations, f p i,2, at. each virtual joint. 

A.3.4 Other Algorithms in Robot Dynamics 

Depending on the topology of the system and the total number of bodies, algorithms other 

than the Newton-Euler should be used for increased efficiency. For example, an alternative 

derivation of the inertia-mass matrix is given by the Composite-Rigid-Body algorithm [32] 

Given: q 

Initialize: 111 = 0 

For all ~i: Ii =I 2

~s~i(~1) 

Backward Recursion (open chain) 

~22 = I z s z 

for j E TZ

11~1i j = ,S'T f ~ ~ i

M~2 =M 

end 

ifP2 ~0 

I p2 = I~,2 -~- Ad f-1 IZ Adf~ 12P Z , 2 2 . 

for j E Ti 

f~ p2 = Ad* 1 f~ 2 .f p . 2 a~ 

end 

end 

■ 

Also, the accelerations can be solved without inverting the mass-inertia matrix using the 

Articulated-Body Algorithm [32] which has linear complexity (traditional inversion has cubic 

complexity) 
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Given: Vo, Vo, T (external forces), q, v 

Initialize: For all is f P2 ,2 (q2 ) 

SZ (qz ) 

S2 (q2 , v2 ) 

Forward recursion (open chain) 

VZ = Ad fP ~ 2 VPi -+- SZv2
2: 

a.z = SZ vz — adsi vi V 

■ 

Backward recursion (open chain) 

I Z = I 2 -}-
~ E C,L 

b2 = — ad i;i I 2 Vi ~--

z2 = I 2 a2 ~- b2 

■ 

Ad*- 1 h — hS~(S~ hS~)-1ST h Ad -1 
fP~, j f Pj~ ~ 

E ci 

Ad*_1 z~ ~ I~S~(S~ I~S~)-1 (T~ S~ z~) 
.f P j , .7 

Forward recursion (open chain) 

v2 = (►s'T I Z SZ) -1 TZ — ST I i Ad -1 Vpi -+- zi 
fP i , i 

V = Ad - ~ VPi -~ Si v2 -~ a2
fPi,i 

For simple robots, the number of computations involved in the Articulated-Body Algorithm 

is considerably higher than approaches which invert the mass-inertia matrix. The linear com-

plexity of the Articulated-Body Algorithm begins to win out when the number of bodies in 

the system exceeds approximately 11 [26] . 
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APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED MODELS 

In this appendix, derivations Of the terms A21 and A22 from Section 4.2 are given. The 

A21 term is defined implicitly where the system accelerations are assumed to be known. The 

derivation Of A22 is explicit and more straightforward. 

B.l Derivation of A21

Consider the functions 

T(~Jq~ Jv~ ~v~ t} :_ (h'T 1~1.I~')y2, ~ KT (MK~v — F'(q~ 2~) — T(t)) (B.l) 

and 

.f (~J, t) ~_ (hT MK)-ikT~F~q, v) — ~%7xy2, + T(t)). ~8.2~ 

The function f is an expression for the independent. accelerations in (4.8b) where T(t) is a set 

of external forces. Substituting f for ~.z, in T it can be shown that 

Differentiating (B.3) with respect to ~q gives 

~~q ~T ~~q~ ~v~ .~~~~ t~, t~l - ~D1T~ + ~D3T~ A21 
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where A21 has been substituted for d f /ayq (this is the definition of A21). Solving for A21 gives 

A21 = -(KTMK)-1 ~D1T~ 

where the substitution [D3T] = KT MK which is clear from (B.l) has been used. 

One can verify that 

T (~q, ~21 ~ ~v ~ t) — KT (~''12' — F(~~ 21) T (t) ) 

= KT (TNE (q~ v, v) - T (t)) 

Therefore, the derivative [D1T] is equal to 

D1T(~q ~ ~v, ~v~ t) 
~~q ChT 

TNE(~ q , ~ q , ~ q

aKT 
a~ql (TNE — T (t )) . . . a qp ~TNE — T (t)~ ] 

+KT'S 'r1VE(~q, ~q, ~q) — T(t) ~q 

~~ T (TOTE T (t)) . . . ~KT 
(TNE — T (t) ) - ~ql ~qp 

-~I~ T c~rN E K E aTN E K -f-1~1 K aq av 

where the substitutions h' _ ~~q /~~Q, I~' _ ~~q /~~q , K = ~~q /~~q, and M = TNE /~v have 

been used. This is the form of the derivative used in Section 4.2 (note the slight difference 

when external forces are present) . 

B.2 Derivation of A22

Just as in the derivation of A21, the function 

.f (~J, t) :_ (KT ll7x~-i x T (T(t) - TNE(q, v, ~1  ~v)) (B.4) 
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is defined which is an expression for the independent accelerations in (4.lob) and whose partial 

derivative with respect to ~Jv is the definition of A22. Therefore, differentiating (B.4) gives 

A22 = ~~v ((KT1~1K)-iKT (T(t) — TNE~'~q, `~'9 , K~Jv)Il

(9T,~E ~K~iJ)iJv
dv ay„ 

where the substitutions K = ~~q /~~,z~ and h1 = ~TNE /cw have been used. 

The last term in the previous equation can be simplified as 

  = k. ~-  ~v . . .  ~2~ 
~~v ~~vl ~~2'P 

•, ~ ~K
 ?, 

~ c~K 
- ~ + e7 v2 ~v 

(~ 
~ ~v2 ~v 

'" ~2~1 
i  ~~qi " ~Z'p i ~~qi 

•, ~K o~K 
~?~ql d~qP

where observe that 

c~K _ ~2 ~ q _ 
 ~2~ -
~~q2 ~~qi ~~q 

v 
~ ~~q ~ , 

~v =  (Kcol , i) ~v = h col , i 
~~q ~~q2 ~~q 

and hence the last terrri in (B.5) simplifies to 

~  = 2K. 
~2' 

~s.5) 
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